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Overview
The purpose of this document is to clarify the core tenets of our literacy program and explain how each of these tenets lives within
curriculum and instruction on multiple levels. Harvest Preparatory School (Harvest Prep or HPS) is part of The Harvest Network of
Schools (HNS) and is aligned to the Vision and Mission of the HNS Literacy Program. Harvest Prep utilizes the HNS Literacy
Program to support HPS achievement goals while utilizing the Literacy Plan of the Network.

Alignment to our Vision
In our current educational landscape, the verb “read” is an action students do by themselves with books. Asking someone to imagine
“a reading student” conjures up images of a student sitting alone with a book, or perhaps engaged in a series of multiple choice
questions about a passage they have read. But in truth the verb read comes from the Old English verb rædan which originally meant
“to advise, counsel, persuade, discuss deliberate, rule, guide; explain; learn by reading; put in order.” It is to the meaning of reading
that we look when planning our literacy program; we believe literacy should not just teach students how to become readers in the
mechanical sense, but to become college-ready thinkers who share their thoughts with a community of readers and writers.

Alignment to our Mission
Our mission at Harvest Prep is a lofty one: to instruct, empower, enable, and guide scholars to achieve superior social, academic, and
moral development, and to set all scholars on a path towards college and career success in a competitive world and to serve as the next
generation of leaders in our communities. Our mission is intricately tied to our literacy program; in order to ensure this threefold
mission of preparedness for college, career, and community leadership our scholars must be critical, compelling, and thoughtful
readers, writers, and listeners. Indeed, our literacy program must serve not just to promote foundational skills to ensure that scholars
are well-prepared for a rigorous college experience, but stretch their knowledge, perspective and character to deeply understand
themselves and the world around them. It is important to note that the critical work of our literacy program does not simply happen
within the confines of a “reading” class. Rather, it is important to ask the question, “How does the scholar experience at Harvest Prep
ensure that students become literate throughout the day?” As our program aims to ensure command of reading, writing, speaking and
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listening of complex text and ideas, a nuanced program design demands that different parts of the day serve different purposes in
enhancing scholar proficiency. At the same time, it is perhaps most critical that these various parts of the day thoughtfully speak to
each other, both in design and implementation. Guided Reading, Independent Reading, Close Reading, Literature class, Think Read
Discuss, Writing, and other core components are all designed to meaningfully promote a balanced and cohesive literacy approach to
meet the following core tenets of the Harvest Network of Schools ELA Program.

Guidance on the use of our Literacy Plan
Following the Minnesota Blueprint for Literacy: Achieving Success for 21st Century Learners, The Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA), and additional guidance as referenced on the various literacy support pages on the MDE website, Harvest Prep School has
aligned our literacy plan to the research and evidence-based Minnesota English Language Arts Standards 2010, which include the
Common Core Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social Studies and Science. It is centered around the
work and findings of the International Reading Association, Robert Marzano’s Building Background Knowledge for Academic
Achievement and Classroom Instruction that Works, Boushey and Moser’s The Daily 5, John Hattie’s, Visible Learning for Teachers,
Donalyn Miller’s The Book Whisper, the National Reading Panel (2000), the National Institute for Literacy, the National Institute for
Direct Instruction, and the National Center for Education Evaluation, Regional Assistance: Institute of Education Sciences. Support
for the implementation of this literacy plan is addressed within this document. Harvest Prep educators will have ongoing professional
development focused on the key components of the Literacy Plan through Network professional development and school-based
opportunities. Collaboration between school-based and Network staff will ensure consistency, coherence, and alignment in
expectations and aligned professional development for literacy. Families are a crucial component of student success; therefore, HPS
will also provide literacy sessions and family supports that are aligned, targeted and focused. HPS will continue our focus in reaching
out to our community partners which will allow us to continue to provide additional resources for staff, students, and families.
The HPS Literacy Plan will continue to be reviewed and refined to reflect the latest information and alignment to research for
effective literacy instruction and achievement. Future work will include:
● Review of our Tier 1 reading curriculums – Journeys and Reading Mastery. This will include teachers, instructional leaders,
parents, and board member(s).
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● Review and identification of additional Tier 2 and Tier 3 supports for novice and advanced/gifted learners.
● Supporting and building our teachers expertise of instructional approaches of guided and close reading through focused
ongoing professional development
● Developing our teachers expertise in utilizing student achievement data to inform their instructional practices to support all
students
● Continuing our community connections
HPS educators are encouraged and expected to utilize the Local Literacy Plan for the planning of literacy instruction and informing
teaching and learning when working independently or collaboratively with colleagues, families, and the community.

Harvest Prep School Literacy Goals
The needs assessment, based on the review and analysis of both NWEA MAP data for students in grades kindergarten – 4th grade and
the MCA-III reading proficiency data for students in 3rd – 4th grade identified the following:
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1. Although we have a positive trend in students who are achieving a meets or an exceeds on the MCA-III in reading we are still
underperforming with all students at 4th grade as compared to 4th grade students in Minnesota. At HPS our percentage of 4th
grade students to exceed or meet was 32% as compared to Minnesota 4th grade students who met or exceeding on the MCA-III
which was 57%.
2. In addition, we are still underperforming with all students at 4th grade as compared to 4th grade students in Minneapolis. At
HPS our percentage of 4th grade students to exceed or meet was 32% as compared to Minneapolis 4th grade students who met
or exceeding on the MCA-III which was 41.2%.
3. Harvest Prep K-4 saw a positive trend as scholars below grade level decreased, scholars above level saw a slight increase each
year.
4. Goal: 100% of the 3rd grade will either meet or exceed on the MCA. Unfortunelaty the school did not meet its goal in this area.
Approximately 43.2% of 3rd graders tested were proficient.
6
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The following goals are identified in our charter contract with our authorizer, Audubon. We recognize MN reporting on MCA-III data
is changing to align with the requirements of the new ESSA laws. However, our school and authorizer will continue to review index
scores along with overall proficiency and growth. In addition, these goals align with our q-comp goals. Finally, we will be
collaborating with our school board, our academic team, and our authorizer to refine our goals for the FY19, FY20, and FY21 school
years during the summer of 2018.
1. Reading Growth: Over the period of the contract, students at HPS will demonstrate growth in reading as measured by state
accountability tests and nationally normed assessments.
o From FY15 to FY18, the aggregate percentage of students in grade 4 who achieve a positive z-score on state
accountability tests will be greater than 50.0%.
o From FY15 to FY19, the aggregate percentage of students in grades K-4 who meet their fall to spring (except in FY19,
fall to winter) NWEA RIT expected growth target will be at least 45%.
2. Reading Proficiency: Over the period of the contract, students at HPS will demonstrate proficiency in reading as measured
by state accountability tests.
o From FY15 to FY18, the school’s aggregate proficiency index score for students in grade 3 will be at least 50.0 OR
will be greater than that of the state for the same grade (3).
o From FY15 to FY18, the school’s aggregate proficiency index score for students in grade 3 will be greater than that of
the resident district (ISD 1 – Minneapolis Public School District) for the same grade (3).
o From FY15 to FY18, the school’s aggregate proficiency index score for students in grade 4 will be at least 50.0 OR
will be greater than that of the state for the same grade (4).
o From FY15 to FY18, the school’s aggregate proficiency index score for students in grade 4 will be greater than that of
the resident district (ISD 1 – Minneapolis Public School District) for the same grade (4).
o From FY15 to FY18, the school’s aggregate proficiency index score for students in the Free/Reduced Price Lunch
subgroup will be greater than that of the state for the same subgroup and the same grades (3-4).
o From FY15 to FY18, the school’s aggregate proficiency index score for students in the Free/Reduced Price Lunch
subgroup will be greater than that of the resident district (ISD 1 – Minneapolis Public School District) for the same
subgroup and the same grades (3-4).
7
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o From FY15 to FY18, the school’s aggregate proficiency index score for students in the Special Education subgroup
will be greater than that of the state for the same subgroup and the same grades (3-4).
o From FY15 to FY18, the school’s aggregate proficiency index score for students in the Special Education subgroup
will be greater than that of the resident district (ISD 1 – Minneapolis Public School District) for the same subgroup and
the same grades (3-4).
o From FY15 to FY18, the school’s aggregate proficiency index score for students in the Black subgroup will be greater
than that of the state for the same subgroup and the same grades (3-4).
o From FY15 to FY18, the school’s aggregate proficiency index score for students in the Black subgroup will be greater
than that of the resident district (ISD 1 – Minneapolis Public School District) for the same subgroup and the same
grades (3-4).
Based on the review and the analysis of reading data and a focus on evidence-based practices identified by The Minnesota Department
of Education (MDE), HPS has identified five goals for K – 4th grade literacy in each year between 2018 and 2021:
1. HPS will have at least 50% of k – 2nd grade scholars meet their NWEA MAP RIT goals.
2. HPS will have at least 50% of 3rd – 4th grade scholars meet their NWEA MAP RIT goals.
3. HPS will increase the percentage of students who meet or exceed on the MCA-III from 40% in 2016-2017 to 46.5% on the
MCA-III in 2017 – 2018.
Two additional steps needed to refine our achievement goals as related to growth and all students are on grade level by 3rd grade:
1. HPS will develop a plan for the FY19, FY20, and FY21 based on FY18 MCA-III reading data from our 3rd grade students and
NWEA Spring 2018 data from the NWEA MAP which will identify a progression of the percentage of students who are
reading at grade level by the end of 3rd grade. This will align with our interventions and with the focus of our instructional
goals.
2. The above goals are reviewed with all teachers and staff in a large setting at the beginning of the school year. In addition, the
goals are reviewed in data team meetings quarterly and used to determine next steps as identified on quarterly COMPS
8
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(interims), Fall NWEA MAP data, and classroom data. Finally, data is reviewed in quarterly deep dives with CEO, Director of
C&I, principals, and instructional coaches.
Evidence-based practices and instructional strategies to support literacy goals in each year from 2018 - 2021:
1. Strategy 1: Provide intentional, research-informed instruction using increasingly complex texts and tasks that build
comprehension, knowledge, and strategic reading habits.
a. The use of Close Reading in grades K-4
2. Strategy 2: Instruct using a variety of grouping strategies, including frequent use of flexible groups and instruction targeted to
students’ observed and assessed needs in specific aspects of literacy development.
a. Guided Reading implementation in all K-4 classrooms
3. Strategy 3: Provide abundant and diverse reading material, including texts that are multimodal and of a variety of languages,
and opportunities to read in the classroom.
a. Building the joy of reading using leveled literature and the use of Read to Self from The Daily 5 in all K-4 classrooms.
4. Strategy 4: Utilize activities and explicit instruction to develop phonological awareness and word study, including knowledge
of letter-sound relationships (k-1 and as needed thereafter) and word recognition. Utilize activities that build fluency and
stamina with increasingly complex texts.
a. The use of Reading Mastery and Direct Instruction in grades K-1 and developing both word building and word
expression.
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Tenets of the Harvest Network of Schools’ Literacy Program
Foster Voracious, Lifelong Readers and Writers
As a network, we remain deeply rooted in our commitment to ensuring that scholars find true joy in the study of literacy and leave our
program with a deep appreciation for great books, new information, diverse perspectives, and the power to express ideas of their own.
Simply put, we want our students to love literacy. Reading is both a means to college and career readiness as well as a worthy
endeavor in itself. It is true that students who love reading will benefit from a virtuous cycle: when they choose to read on their own,
they will invariably develop larger vocabularies, learn more content, receive positive feedback and want to read even more. At the
same time, we also believe that reading is an end in itself. Reading for pleasure has been linked to greater progress in both reading and
math, with the impact of a love of reading being greater than that of having a parent with a college degree. When surveyed about what
we believe literacy instruction should do four our scholars, “love of reading” was the top result. To that end, we believe that lessons
should be dynamic and culturally responsive in order to draw our scholars in to the world of reading. Literacy should allow our
scholars to both see themselves in our curriculum and learn about new worlds at the same time; in other words, literacy instruction
provides our scholars with windows and mirrors. Students should understand that reading and writing give a deeper understanding of
themselves and our world, and give them the power to communicate their own visions for transformative change. Great works of
literature open a window into new worlds worth discovering. Similarly, reading and writing mutually reinforce each other in the
service of creating fully rounded, literate students. Voracious readers are exposed to increasingly large examples of great writing that
they can then emulate themselves. Voracious writers develop ever increasing skill in writing across the various genres for other
readers and further develop scholars’ ability to recognize the qualities of great writing when they read the works of others. As such,
our schools should inspire life-long readers and writers. Teachers have a significant role to play in this effort; to paraphrase master
teacher Rafe Esquith, our literacy program should be like an orchestra, and – as the conductors – our job is to make the instruments
sing and help students lose themselves in books. Our writing program should inspire not only the ability to express oneself clearly and
concisely, but also ignite a passion for writing as a means of engaging with the world through self-discovery and creative expression.
Writing can be a means for our scholars to make their voices heard as they critically examine the events of past, present, and future.
We should also be cultivating school-wide literacy cultures, where teachers are modeling their own passion for the discipline. As
stated by Donalyn Miller in The Book Whisperer, “No matter how long students spend engaged in direct reading instruction, without
time to apply what they learn in the context of real reading events, students will never build capacity as readers. Without spending
increasingly longer periods of time reading, they won’t build endurance as readers, either.”
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Build Knowledge of Words and the World Grounded in Critical Topics and Transferable Themes
In many ways, the achievement gap is both fueled and reinforced by a knowledge and vocabulary gap. At HPS we believe that
building deep knowledge across a range of essential topics will ensure that students are stronger readers and can access complex,
content-rich text. Topical and thematic immersion increases domain familiarity and the complexity of ideas that a student can access,
which in turn quickens the rate of word and content acquisition. Therefore, ELA texts and writing assignments should be selected
intentionally to reinforce both world and word knowledge and align to all content areas at HPS.
Cultivate Critical Curiosity about Our Ever-Changing World
We do not build knowledge for the sake of building knowledge; fundamentally, our program must aim to ensure that all students are
curious citizens, intent on expanding their own knowledge of the world through asking questions, reading, writing and discussion. We
aim to spark students’ inquisitiveness and develop a sense of joy for building their knowledge. Students will seek new understandings
and question their previous assumptions on a variety of topics, including those central to the human experience and current world
landscape.
Become Critical Consumers of Complex Text
All students must be voracious & critical readers of varied, complex literature and informational text; the ability to deeply comprehend
and analyze complex texts is a critical component not only to college and career readiness, but to leadership in our communities. At
HPS, we believe that all students must have experiences closely reading rich text from diverse genres and perspectives to develop both
their analytical skill and critical thinking. Texts must be selected for their complexity and for their worthiness, ensuring equity of
access to examining revolutionary ideas, well-crafted arguments and great literature In order to lead, in order to affect change, one
needs economic, political, and social power; this includes a strong, inclusive canonical foundation that will provide our students with
the needed social capital to be successful. Furthermore, a love of great books can and will spark a deep love of reading essential to our
program.
Encourage Rigorous, Evidence-Based Thinking and Argumentation to Ensure Students Communicate Clearly and
Persuasively
If the hallmark of college and career readiness is the ability to make a coherent and thoughtful argument using sound and sufficient
evidence, all students must write and talk both independently and collaboratively in a manner that is insightful, persuasive and critical.
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The Path: What is Literacy?
What is meant when we say “literacy” at HPS? We separate literacy into four Core Competencies that are interdependent: wordbuilding, word-expression, making meaning, and sharing meaning. Each of these broad categories include the traditional elements of
literacy programs, in addition to ancillary measures that support the development of traditional core competencies. Moreover, the four
Core Competencies accentuate a Balanced Literacy approach which includes: Read Alouds, Guided Reading, Independent Reading,
Shared Reading, and Word Study.

Balanced Literacy
The Core Components at HPS in Kindergarten – 4th Grade
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Program Component,
Purpose, and Time

Description, Assessment Plan

Indicators of Excellence
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Word Building
Phonics, Phonemic
Awareness, and
Concepts of Print (K-2)
40 minutes daily
*This block of time is
also used to teach
fluency.
**Students who need
extra phonics support
will receive support
during a small group
intervention period.

The phonics/phonemic awareness block (which also includes
fluency) uses the Reading Mastery curriculum as the basis of
instruction. Reading Mastery I and II are used K-1, while Horizons
is used in grade 2. Lessons are sequenced based on the Reading
Mastery scope and sequence; students are moved sequentially
through lessons and are periodically tested by DI staff to track their
progress.

The Joy Factor: RM lessons should be fun and joyful, getting students
excited as the vistas of reading open up before them. Teachers should use
games, competitive tracking visuals, and chants to excite scholars about
reading.

Assessment
Decoding skills are assessed daily by student take-homes from the
lesson, on a unit basis by administration of the lesson check-out at
the end of each five-lesson unit, and in a summative manner by
student performance on NWEA MAP (Fall & Spring) and DIBELS
Next (Fall, Winter, Spring).

Plan the Plan: Teachers preview the script to make for fluid instruction.
Solid RM correction procedures are used. Transitions and other procedures
are scripted and planned to maximize instructional time so it is bell to bell.

Spelling is woven throughout the day. In K-2, spelling patterns are
introduced in the Read-Aloud section for that day, along with oral
grammar. The spelling patterns for that day are reinforced during the
20-30 minute Independent Word block and 20-30 minute Guided
Reading block (dependent on grade level).

Draw the Web: Spelling words are not isolated; they are pulled from other
areas of the curriculum so that scholars have important connections with
them.

Do It Again: Teachers teach to mastery. Incorrect decoding or nonproduction of a word should result in scholar repetition.

Bell to Bell: Scholar are always in text. Teachers ensure all scholars have
opportunities to hear and say sounds and words correctly to help strengthen
their understanding of specific letter-sound combinations and improve
fluency.

Purpose
To decode and
manipulate words
through connecting
sound to print in a smallgroup setting.
Spelling (K-4) and
Etymology (3-4)
20 minutes weekly

Purpose

Assessment
Spelling words are assessed daily by student completion of spelling
work during independent work time, and on a unit basis by
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Draw the Connection: Teachers plan meaningful activities for spelling that
are not just repetitive (write word X times). Instruction is based off of word
patterns, etymology, and are contextualized (i.e.: find misspelled words in
passage and correct them).
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To facilitate accurate
communication through
proper spelling and
word-building.

Program Component,
Purpose, and Time

administration of unit tests (in which spelling questions are
included).

Description, Assessment Plan

Indicators of Excellence

Word Expressions
Fluency and Voice in
Reading
40 minutes Daily + 10
minutes weekly (K-2)

10 minutes weekly +
Differentiation as
Needed (3-4)
*This block of time is
also used to teach
phonics.
**Students who need
extra fluency support
will receive this support
during small group
pullouts, during
independent reading,

The Reading Mastery program is also used to teach fluency in grades
K-2. Teachers should ensure scholars are decoding with accuracy and
rapidity by using the TLC “Do It Again” strategy and following the
RM scripts. In addition, teachers should carefully plan their own readaloud of the text to avoid robotic reading and instruct in the same
principles.
To increase the “J-Factor” of word expression, each week scholars
engage in a classroom Fluency Fair with Flair. Scholars pick a
roughly 100-word segment (depending on grade level, K-4) of text
each Monday which they then practice throughout the week (at home,
during breakfast work time, and/or during independent reading).
These segments are performed weekly, with students choosing the
presentation method (one-on-one to teacher, or full class) with
scholars earning “Fluency Flair” for accurate, rapid, and emotional
reading.
Assessment: Students are assessed daily in their RM storybook
reading, on a unit basis by administration of the RM lesson check-out
at the end of each 5 lesson segment, and in a summative manner by
fluency checks (Fall, Winter, Spring), for which their weekly Fluency
Flair sessions prepare them.
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The Joy Factor: RM lessons should be fun and joyful, getting students
excited as the vistas of reading open up before them. Fluency in particular is
full of joy; the weekly “Fluency Fair” should be celebrated with visuals and
culture-building throughout the class to increase scholar buy in.
Do It Again: Teachers teach to mastery. “Robot voice” should be avoided at
all cost; when reading the “storybook” section of RM, teachers should ensure
that fluent reading means that scholars are linking words to one another and
not pausing unnaturally between them.
Lead By Example: When reading texts (Read Aloud, Guided Reading, Close
Reading), teachers should practice the principles of fluent reading. Readings
should be emotional, paced to increase excitement, and genuinely engaging to
the teacher.
Integrated: Teachers should hold scholars to the high standard of fluent
reading in all areas of the day, not just during the fluency block.
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and with reading
interventionists.

Program Component,
Purpose, and Time

Description, Assessment Plan

Indicators of Excellence

Making Meaning
Read Aloud +
Discussion (with Oral
Grammar)
30 minutes daily (K-2)

Purpose
To allow students to
hear, engage with, and
participate in the
thinking process of an
adult reader in a wholeclass setting.
To expose students to
written and oral
academic language
structures which they

The Read Aloud + Discussion (RA+D) primarily utilizes the Focus
Lesson from Journeys. However the focus skill is carried over to the
Science/Social Studies block (on alternating days), and should always
tie in with the topic of the Science/Social Studies lesson for that day
(30 minutes). Reading aloud provides opportunities to model reading
strategies, fluency and phrasing. Both fiction and non-fiction texts
should be used and may be taken directly from the Journeys Focus
Lesson and the Science or Social Studies curriculum. The lesson
should be complimentary to the comprehension/literacy focus skill;
teachers use the RA+D block to model using skills (ex: questioning,
predicting, inferring) that scholars will later use in the Guided and
Close Reading Blocks (20 minutes each). In addition, the RA+D block
facilitates student use of oral academic language to discuss complex
texts, and should include oral grammar for students to practice
(sentence stems and grammar focuses from the Grammar Gallery
curriculum, for example). This oral grammar will later recur in the
Writing block, in which students will practice the same forms in
writing. The discussion section of the lessons should use Webb’s
Depth of Knowledge (DOK) and Bloom’s Taxonomy to support
students in exploring deep and complex questions through discussion
of the text.
Assessment: There are no formal assessments for this block, yet
RA+D is essential for the rest of the lesson K-2; the oral grammar
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Academic Language: All texts are well-written pieces of fiction or nonfiction and should align to the criteria suggested in Appendix A of the CCSS
for complex text. They contain vocabulary and grammatical forms that are
new to scholars but accessible with coaching.
Above the Instructional Level: RA+D is a way for scholars to access texts
above their instructional level, and should be selected to challenge scholars
to access difficult texts with teachers support.
Facilitate Accountable Talk: The teacher should act as facilitator guiding
the student discussion to help the class work through questions together.
Teachers should facilitate development of habits of discussion, showing
scholars how to respond to one another instead of just to the teacher.
Strategies should include cooperative groupings, Turn and Talks, and Think,
Pair, Share and TPS, write.
Make it Visible: Teachers model different cognitive strategies to access
texts by making thinking visible (graphic organizers, realia, manipulatives,
video, audio, etc.).
Academic Questioning: Teachers use higher-order thinking questions to
stimulate scholar thinking. Teachers use sentence stems and target grammar
to develop scholar language skills.
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will later use in their
own work.

scholars practice recurs in their writing block, the questioning
framework for that day recurs in Guided and Close Reading, and the
themes they see recur in their Science or Social Studies lesson.

To facilitate academic
discussion of complex
texts.
Guided Reading (K-4)
20 minutes daily (K-2),
30 minutes daily (3-4)

*Students who need
extra comprehensionbased support can
receive this support
during the daily 45
minute differentiation
block.

Guided reading groups are organized by the Benchmark Assessment
System (BAS) and RM level at the beginning of the year (K-2) and are
updated with data from both the BAS and NWEA MAP. In grades 34, groups are created based on both the BAS and MAP performance.
Guided Reading texts are selected from Journeys to be at students’
instructional level. In grades K-2, Guided Reading texts are selected
from Journeys or Reading Street and matched to a students’
instructional Lexile level identified from the BAS data. Small group
interventions could use Grammar Gallery in grades 3-4, texts are
selected from Grammar Gallery and should tie in to the grammar focus
for that day’s writing lesson. It is the expectation that teachers should
select texts and make unit plans based on the needs of students as
demonstrated by their BAS and MAP levels. At the lesson level,
teachers should be very familiar with each daily text and have a road
map of questions laid out to facilitate scholar understanding of that
text. Webb’s DOK should be utilized to help scholars dig deeper into
the text. The questioning skills used should be connected to the Read
Aloud + Discussion block (K-2) OR the Close Reading Skills (3-4)
covered in the whole-group lesson previously.
Assessment: Guided Reading is not assessed per se, but the skills
questioning skills re-enforced in Guided Reading are assessed on the
literacy unit tests and BA quarterly COMPS (interims). Teachers
should keep daily conference notes that record observations on
students’ individual strengths and areas of growth.
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In Text: The goal of guided reading is to develop scholars’ foundational
comprehension, critical thinking, and academic oral language skills.
Therefore the majority of the time (2/3 of the block) should be spent reading,
thinking about, and discussing the text (not taken up with behavior, teacher
preamble, or exit tickets).
No Struggle No Progress: Students should be actively engaged in reading
and in thinking. Teachers should not “give it away” or provide hints to
scholars unless absolutely necessary (student has made more than three
previous attempts) in order to develop scholars into independent readers.
Do Better Together: There is a strong culture of support in the GR groups
in which scholars are respectful of their peers while they struggle without
“taking their learning away” (answering for them). Students genuinely
celebrate when their peers make a breakthrough.
Thick Description: Teachers conference with scholars individually to track
their learning and write detailed observation logs about their scholars.
Valuable Texts, Vital Questions: Texts are at the scholars’ instructional
level and are neither too easy (independent) nor too hard (frustration level).
The demands of the text are such that scholars have a chance to improve
fluency, critical thinking, and decoding skills without feeling frustrated; all
scholars experience success and deepen their love of reading. The questions
asked by the teacher are text-dependent and prompt scholar sot think
critically. The end of the lesson is devoted to discussing responses to the
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TDQ and synthesizing information from the text to discover, together, “what
it’s all about.”
Independent Reading
(K-4)
20 minutes daily (K-2),
30 minutes daily (3-4)

At BA we implement the “Read to Self” model from The Daily 5. The
expectation is all classroom have anchor charts and help guide students
in choosing “right fit books” and also to build their stamina. We
believe this is critical for our scholars and it is not just to have “free
time” but it allows scholars to build their stamina and increase their
love for literacy. Each scholar must have a reading log in which is
logged, daily, the text(s) read and time spent in each text. Each reading
log should also contain a cover page(s) in which students log which
books they have “checked out,” so teachers can verify that the text(s)
are at students’ independent (low instructional) reading level. Finally,
the expectation is for teachers to conference with students during this
time. This conference should be led by the student and focus on their
joy of literacy and also have an opportunity to model their fluency with
the test at their level.

Self-Knowledge: Teachers work with scholars to develop their selfknowledge to a point where they can select texts they know will be “just
right” for them; 80% of books selected by scholars should be at their
independent (not instructional, frustration, or “too easy”) level.
Read to Self: Reading should be sustained and silent to promote scholar
absorption into the world of the text and create a classroom environment of
respect. The building of stamina is critical and is practiced during Read to
Self.
The J Factor: Scholars build a love of reading by choosing what they want
to read. Scholars build their self-esteem by tracking what they read and
reflecting on their enjoyment of what they’ve read in their independent
reading logs.

Assessment: The BAS will be used 3 times per year to assess student
fluency, comprehension, and assign/monitor their Lexile level. In
addition, teachers will check scholars’ reading logs at least once every
two weeks during their literacy conference. This will ensure scholars
are building appropriate stamina with appropriate texts and are
developing a love for literacy.
Close Reading (K-4)
20 minutes daily (K-2),
60 minutes daily (3-4)

*Students who need
extra comprehensionintervention will

In grades K-2, close reading is given in a small-group setting during
reading rotations. In grades 3 – 4, the close reading lesson is taught and
utilized during the whole-class reading block preceding the small
group Guided and Independent Reading rotations. In grades 3-4, the
close reading lesson always includes a writing component in which
students closely engage with the text. Teacher utilize resources from
the Journeys curriculum in K-4 while enhancing it with Achievement
First, resources. Currently the Achievement First resources are being
utilized in Kindergarten and will be shared with grades in 1 – 4 in the
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The J Factor: Teacher passion for the text is front and center, causing
scholars to be excited as well. Scholars use chants and “props” to celebrate
when their classmates have amazing insights and moments of clarity.
“Show Me”: The teacher understands the central idea and knows the text
inside and out. Scholars have to cite evidence to back up all their claims.
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receive this support in a
small intervention
group.

coming years... The written lessons provide selected texts, key
teaching points, and define what scholars need to master each unit. In
order to teach an effective close reading lesson daily, teachers need to
engage in daily preparation to ensure they understand the central idea
of the text, key language used in the text, potential student pitfalls, and
areas in which they can “pass the baton” to students.
Assessment: Effective Close Reading drives results on daily exit
tickets and unit-level ELA assessments. Summative growth is tracked
on the MAP and MCA (3-4) results.

Program Component,
Purpose, and Time

No Struggle No Progress: Scholars embrace the detective work of reading
and respond to one another, challenging each other ideas and defending their
opinions. Accountable talk standards are constantly adhered to.
Feedback: While students work independently (annotating or writing), the
teacher is giving rapid feedback using “stretch it” and “no opt out.” Teacher
is constantly cycling around the room, prompting, questioning, and circling
back to scholars.

Description, Assessment Plan

Indicators of Excellence

Sharing Meaning
Writing (K-4)

The writing focuses for each unit are determined by the scope and
sequence document for each grade.

Bell to Bell: Scholars engage in critical thinking that leads them to writing
100% of the time. Scholars are actively writing 50% of the time.

In K-2, the short and long-form writing block is integrated with the
Journeys focus lesson and reinforced in the daily Science/Social
Studies block, with students practicing different Genre Based Writing
Tasks (GBWTs) in response to grade-level texts. Students use RAFT
writing (Role, Audience, Format, and Topic) to modulate their writing
style and voice for each GBWT. In addition, each lesson has an
integrated grammar focus (from Grammar Gallery, for example)
which students practice in their writing. The “6+1” Writing Traits
rubric is used to assess student writing. Students go through all stages
of the writing process: prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, and
publishing, often spanning several days.

Work the Process: Scholars use tools to edit their own work and the work
of others. Scholars engage in self and peer reflection to evaluate their own
work, which leads to self-improvement.

30 minutes Daily (K-2)
40 minutes + Daily (3 –
4)

In 3-4, short and long-form writing are separated. Long-form writing
occurs within the Close Reading block, following the Engage NY
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Positive Washback: Teachers evaluate writing within 2 days of it being
produced by scholars to get feedback to scholars quickly so that scholars can
work continuously to improve their writing.
Integration: Grammar, vocabulary, and conventions are integrated into
writing with connections throughout the day (RA+D, GR, CR). Grammar
and mechanics are never taught in isolation with drills and de-contextualized
repetition. Grammar is a tool that allows scholars to increase their capacity
for self-expression.
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Purpose
To develop scholars into
writers who can express
themselves clearly in
standard English, who
are competent and
ultimately independent
users of the writing
process, who have a
unique written voice, and
who are well-versed in a
variety of genres, able to
modulate their
production of text in
response to context.

Vocabulary, Grammar,
Mechanics and
Conventions
Integrated daily, K-4

*Students who need
extra language-based
support will receive this
support during small
group intervention time.
Purpose

scope and sequence of writing tasks, in which students complete
project-based writing in response to texts. (This is a sample;
implementation will be coming after the 2017-2018 school year).
Short-form writing occurs during the Journeys focus lesson and
reinforced during the Science/Social Studies block, with an integrated
grammar focus from Grammar Gallery (as an example). Students in
all grade levels also develop writing focus and “stamina” at the
beginning of each Science/Social Studies block in their 2-minute
timed “Write Offs.”
Assessment: All short-term work is assessed daily using the “6+1”
Writing Traits Rubric, with separate forms for K-2 and 3-4. In 3-4,
long-term work is assessed on a unit level by completion of the unitlevel projects from Engage NY. To simulate high-stakes writing, all
students K-4 will be assessed three times a year (Fall, Winter, Spring)
during the BA COMPS using an on-demand prompt, which is textbased in 3-4.
In K-2, Vocabulary and (oral) Grammar are introduced during the
RA+D time and align to the Journeys focus lesson each day. They are
both revisited in subsequent Guided Reading and Close Reading
lessons passively (through highlighted use in target texts). They are
both actively used by scholars at the end of the Literacy Block during
the Science/Social Studies integrated writing block, where the
previously introduced oral forms are used productively in writing.
In 3-4, Vocabulary and Grammar are passively introduced during the
Guided Reading blocks through use of highlighted texts. They are
then productively used by scholars in the Close Reading lessons
during the long-form writing portion (though this does not occur
every day). They are integrated daily into the writing portion of the
Science/Social Studies integrated block.
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Integration: Grammar, vocabulary, and conventions are integrated into
writing with connections throughout the day (RA+D, GR, CR). Grammar
and mechanics are never taught in isolation with drills and de-contextualized
repetition. Grammar is a tool that allows scholars to increase their capacity
for self-expression.
Make it Academic: Teachers affirm scholars’ diverse backgrounds and
home languages while simultaneously teaching the academic language of
school. Teachers provide examples of “home language” and “school
language” and coach scholars on how to express sentiments and ideas they
express every day in academic ways.
Speak It, Say It: Sentence frames, discussion bubbles, and accountable talk
are used to promote academic discussion. The forms that are taught orally
are the same forms that scholars focus on in writing.
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To enable scholars to
clearly communicate
using academic language
in both productive
domains (speaking and
writing), and to enable
scholars to decipher all
academic language input
in both receptive
domains (speaking and
listening).

Assessment: For grammar and mechanics, all daily and unit level
writing is assessed using the “6+1” Writing rubric in the grammar,
word choice, and mechanics domains. For vocabulary, active
vocabulary work is assessed daily using “6+1,” and unit-level
vocabulary is assessed on ELA quizzes, which assess the
effectiveness of the vocabulary instruction in guided and close
reading.
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Balanced Literacy – Program Outcomes in 5th – 8th grade at HNS
Middle School ELA Program Outcomes
Critical Consumers of Complex Text:
Academic Independence and Thinking Skills


Build critical thinking skills by asking and answering oral and written text dependent questions that allow access to the big ideas of the text, core
comprehension and engagement with critical text demands, including author’s purpose and craft;
 Build ability for students to navigate and create texts of different purposes, genres and styles.
 Foster strong academic habits to ensure that scholars tackle complex texts and tasks with increasing independence and awareness.
 Where applicable, use thoughtful accommodations and modifications to further foster critical consumption of text.
Encourage Rigorous, Evidence-Based Thinking to Ensure Students Communicate Persuasively:


Use direct instruction and feedback to support students in planning and communicating sound argumentation that is substantiated by compelling, accurate
evidence in both process and on-demand settings.
 Empower students to write clearly and fluently through attention to the rhetorical situation, word choice, and sentence composition (grammar, syntax,
and punctuation) and through use of technological aids
 Build thinking, listening and speaking skills through rich discussion of text and application of the habits of discussion; adapt conversation to the
demands of the situation; Express and synthesize ideas in both presentation and conversation.
 Use technology to facilitate efficient feedback, enable student-to-student collaboration, and widen access to information
Build Knowledge of Words and the World Grounded in Critical Topics and Transferable Themes:



Build world knowledge intentionally and systematically in every class to deepen scholar understanding of essential and relevant topics across the day.
Develop a robust academic vocabulary by building word knowledge through direct acquisition of roots and words and through indirect acquisition by
volume of reading in all classes;
 Where applicable, intervention texts selected should reinforce critical topics and themes being discussed in ELA, history, science, etc.
Foster Voracious, Lifelong Readers and Writers:


Build a love of reading through exposure to rich, relevant high-interest text and genuine enthusiasm for the discipline;
22
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 Enhance scholar capacity and motivation to sustain a volume of engaged reading;
 Creatively engage with self-discovery as well as new worlds and ideas while exploring text and their own writing.
Support all scholars in their endeavors to become stronger readers, writers, and speakers

Thoughtfully bridge connections between reading intervention and core humanities classes, both via programmatic clarity and teacher-to-teacher
discourse about student needs (e.g., the Guided Reading teacher and the Literature teacher know how to support their shared scholars and communicate
frequently about reinforcing strong literacy habits).
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5th – 8th Grade ELA Program at a Glance
Literature Class:
Purpose

Planning, Preparation, and Assessment

Key Indicators of Excellence

In Literature class,
students will have the
opportunity to deeply
analyze and grapple
with complex texts
and ideas in a shared
setting. They will flex
their reading, writing,
discussing, and
thinking muscles as
they explore texts
they may not be able
to access completely
independently.

Unit-Level Preparation: The Scope and Sequence and units are developed at the Network level by
Achievement Directors and T&L Curriculum Specialists. All Common Core State Standards will be
addressed over the course of the year, as well opportunities to maximize connections between subjects.
The units are topically or thematically based, aligned with grade-level standards, based on high-quality
texts. Teachers and Deans should use these documents as guidance and as a foundation for planning, but
should refer to daily lesson resources (if available) for more granular planning.

Students Do the Heavy Lifting: All students
must be actively listening and participating
through the use of high engagement
strategies. Students develop a high standard
of coherence, actively seeking to understand
when comprehension breaks down. Teachers
hold all students accountable for grappling
with the ideas of the text and sharing their
ideas orally and in writing.

Lesson-Level Preparation: Teachers will engage in thoughtful IPP with provided daily plans (MS; HS
some grades). Plans provided by the network should not be considered “print and play”; these plans
require thoughtful reading and teacher planning to become finalized.
Assessment: Students will consistently be formally and informally assessed throughout Literature class.
-

-

Weekly Quizzes/Interim: Weekly quizzes and IAs will be administered to determine student ability to
transfer skills and habits developed during all of the ELA blocks to independently read texts and
questions.
Unit Performance Tasks: The culminating unit assessment will be used to wrap up the unit and assess
student mastery of content and knowledge goals.
Daily: There is a daily culminating text-dependent question that will serve as the daily assessment,
supplemented by collected annotations as appropriate. Teachers should grade these exit tickets daily
and provide feedback. This is especially important for teachers to understand and address student
misconceptions.

Noteworthy alignment to intervention: Students who receive interventions can be supported further in
literature class in the following way:
-

For students with fluency intervention:
o Wherever possible, allow time for multiple independent reads of the text. This could mean
sending home the day’s reading the night before; it could mean requiring students to read
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Time in Text, with a default towards AIR:
Scholars spend the majority of class deeply
engaged with the text itself. Scholars
develop their stamina while also being held
accountable for comprehension and analysis.
The default reading mode is always AIR
(with, of course, interventions as needed); if
the text is read aloud, it is for good reason,
such as:
●
●

●

The beginning of a book or chapter to
“hook” engagement
A particularly complex section of text,
where no other strategy (e.g.,
vocabulary; background knowledge;
etc.) will work
Genres like drama, where read-aloud is
authentic to the text
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the most complex paragraph/section at least 2 times; etc.
Reduce the number of questions these students must answer to allow more time for careful,
independent reading.
For students with guided reading (comprehension intervention):
o Whenever possible, confer with these students using comprehension questions (always
being certain to start broad – e.g., What’s happening in the text so far? – before going more
narrow with back-pocket questions.
o If helpful, provide students with part of the comprehension framework (e.g., Jonas is about
to make an important choice – keep an eye out for the choice that he makes).
For students with decoding intervention (Wilson):
o Provide an audio version of the book (using tablets, computers, etc. and headphones).
o If the class is co-taught, the learning specialist can pull these students out for an oral reading
of the text.
o

-

-

Homework: Literature class is dependent on nightly reading homework of up to 30 minutes (MS and nonAP courses) or up to 1 hour (AP Courses). Schools MUST permit literature teachers to assign nightly
homework and cannot rearrange this homework schedule (e.g., 3 days a week for 45 minutes) as daily
lessons and unit pacing is depending on a nightly homework pacing.
●
●

For students who may struggle to read the book at home, many of our works come with free audio
books available on YouTube. Often, the chapter is reread in class the next day for deeper analysis.
Teachers should assign DIRT (Did I Read thoroughly?) quizzes at the start of class about each
night’s homework assignment.

Schedule
54-60 minutes per
block.
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Questions Worth Asking: Questions posed
to students are questions “worth” asking.
BPQs can be leveraged when scholars are
struggling to produce top-quality responses.
Insistence on textual evidence: Per RL/RI
Standard 1, students unwaveringly use the
text to inform their analyses of the text.
Students consistently speak and write using
textual evidence.
Accountable speaking & listening: Students
are held accountable to speaking & listening
about the content based on their reading of
the text. The teacher facilitates speaking &
listening so that student understanding is
continually refined by students.
Purposeful Execution: Decisions about how
students are engaging with the text and with
the tasks are purposeful and based heavily on
student data. Planned engagement strategies
and levels of release are varied and match the
demands of the text and task. Co-teaching
models are leveraged.
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5-8 Writing and Composition:
Purpose

Planning, Preparation, and Assessment

Key Indicators of Excellence

As a scholar’s ability to
write is critical to college
success, Harvest Network
of Schools dedicates a
separate block to honing
this skill. To that end,
the overarching purposes
of the writing block are
to:

Unit-Level Preparation: In preparation for a unit, a writing teacher must first:

Time in Ink: Students should be independently
writing for at least 30-40 minutes, punctuated
by batch feedback.

●

●

●

Push scholars to
write Common Corealigned
argumentative,
explanatory, and
narrative texts over
both extended and
shorter periods of
time to build clarity
of thought,
independence,
stamina, and fluency.
Empower scholars to
build not only the
writing skills but
also the habits
necessary to
independently
manage the writing
process.
Support scholars to
improve the quality
of their writing

●

Become deeply familiar with the content through the reading key texts and, if applicable,
communicating with the content teacher.
● Annotate the unit overview and review any new PBA thresholds using the definitions on
the interactive rubric and the standard bearers.
● Annotate the prompt and craft an exemplar.
● Analyze data from the last PBA to determine individual progress goals and conferring
schedules.
Lesson-Level Preparation: Strong preparation includes:


Internalizing pre-planned models:
o For direct instruction: A strong model that is similar but not identical to what
scholars are writing and/or a non-example for strategic revisions
o For Inquiry-Based INM: Two or more stimuli that are similar but not identical for
scholars to evaluate
o For Mentor Text Analysis: Professionally published texts that exemplify the craft
move or grammatical choice aligned to the AIM
 Clear CFS, key points, and pre-identified common misconceptions.
 A targeted plan for conferring/small group instruction and feedback
 After checkpoints, readjustments to direct instruction or intervention plans as necessary
 If applicable, an outline of the roles and flow of the block for co-teachers
Assessment:
-

-

Interim: The heart of the interim assessments is independent writing. This assesses the
transferability of skills, informing teachers what scholars can do independently under time
constraints. A small portion of the composition IA tests grammar in isolation in preparation for
the SAT writing, but the real indicator of proficiency is revealed in authentic student writing.
Unit: Each unit, scholars will be completing at least one process-based piece of writing and at
least one on-demand piece of writing (when the end of the unit does not align with an IA).
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Exemplary models of thinking and writing:
Teachers should provide exemplary models of
thinking and writing. When appropriate,
teachers should judiciously model for students
the level of aim-aligned thinking and writing
necessary to improve the current process-based
writing piece. Students should be able to
articulate the criterion for excellence and
evaluate work based on that criterion.
Use of Data: At all times, teachers and coteachers should know where scholars are in
relation to the standard and continually push
them to grow on that continuum. By sharing
this data across the humanities team, we
increase the targeted feedback scholars receive.
The PBA rubric grounds our middle school
program in grade-level aligned thresholds and
our instruction is responsive to both processbased and on-demand writing to push scholars
forward. This acutely manifests itself in the use
of checkpoint data and individual progress
goals, in addition to data from IAs, previous
on-demand and process-based PBAs.
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through whole class
methods, including
direct instruction,
inquiry-based INM,
and mentor text
analysis, and more
targeted methods like
feedback, conferring,
individual progress
goals, small group
instruction, peer
editing, and
metacognitive
reflections.

Schedule
Schedule

These are scored on the PBA rubric, although not every piece is necessarily scored on every
strand.
Daily*: Each process-based piece has three ‘Do Not Pass Go’ checkpoints when teachers provide
feedback. Additionally, daily assessment takes the form of conferences and small group
interventions, written feedback on individual progress goals, peer editing, and self-evaluation
through metacognitive comments to build independence. Both the teacher and the co-teacher share
responsibility for giving and tracking this feedback. Checks for Understanding from the Do Now or
INM also provide a form of daily assessment.
Noteworthy alignment to intervention: Students who receive interventions can be supported
further in writing class in the following ways:
-

Leverage co-teacher for:
o Parallel teaching, small group instruction, pre-teaching, and additional conferences
Assign individual CFS to scholars who need a narrower focus for writing
For students with writing fluency:
o Start by giving a specific number of lines or sentence requirement and monitor and
provide feedback throughout the writing
- For students who struggle to get started writing:
o
o

54-60 minutes per block.

o
o

Whenever possible, first talk through the writing one-on-one or in small groups while
recording notes for the scholar to refer to when set off to independently write
Whenever possible, offer a clear and easily replicable graphic organizer at the start of
the unit that the scholar then de-scaffolds over the course of the unit.
Whenever possible, offer a clear and easily replicable graphic organizer at the start of
the unit that the scholar then de-scaffolds over the course of the unit.
Where appropriate, provide sentence starters and then de-scaffold over time as the
scholar gets proficient at starting writing

Schedule
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Feedback: Our first goal is to make our
scholars better writers and thinkers, versus
making their writing better. This manifests
itself in our theory around feedback, that we as
teachers are not fixing every error to create a
perfect final draft but instead teaching scholars
to improve their own writing with increasing
independence, one skill at a time. This feedback
should be grounded in the PBA rubric to ensure
we are using a common tool and common set of
expectations vertically and horizontally.
Feedback should be reviewed in conferences to
ensure that scholars are internalizing takeaways and rewriting with attention to the key
levers that will improve performance.
Increased Clarity in Written
Communication: Grammar should be taught to
improve the clarity and precision of scholar
writing. While grammar in isolation is tested
on a section of the SAT, the ultimate goal to be
able to clearly, professionally communicate
through having control of standard conventions
of grammar within authentic communication.
Grammar should not take up more than onefifth of instructional time and, when introduced,
should almost always be directly applied to
student writing.
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54-60 minutes per block;
4X/ Week.

Digital Literacy: As digital literacy is critical
for preparation for college and beyond, our
writing class is primarily digital.
*Common Core recommended genre
distribution: The Common Core defines three
purposes for writing, with guidance on how
much instruction should be dedicated to each.
The spirit of our network recommendation and
curriculum align to this distribution of
purposes, though we skew more towards
argumentative writing in later grades as it is the
heart of college writing. When possible,
students should write for authentic audiences
and purposes.

Vocabulary Instruction1
Purpose

Planning, Preparation, and Assessment

Key Indicators of Excellence

Because vocabulary
acquisition is key to
our students
becoming stronger
readers and writers,
HNS believes all
teachers need to teach
tier 2 and tier 3
words. Tier 3
instruction primarily

Unit-Level Preparation: Tier 2 Vocabulary words are selected because of their relevance to the
unit or general frequency in college- and career-level texts. To prepare for new vocabulary units,
teachers should familiarize themselves with the words and corresponding lesson plans and plan
to teach particular words on days when they are most relevant, if applicable (i.e., if a given word
appears repeatedly in the last chapter of the book, the teacher may strategically place that word’s
instruction within the unit in a way that enables students to most successfully interact with the
word when it emerges in the text).

Clarity of Explanation: Teacher’s definition should
be clear and in kid friendly language; teacher should
provide synonyms, shades of meaning and context for
when word is typically used (or not used).

1

Lesson Planning: Vocabulary blocks loosely follow the Marzano method for vocabulary
instruction where teachers introduce a word in clear, kid friendly language, give both synonyms

Takes place during the Vocabulary block in middle school.
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Quick Pace: Each word should take no more than 7
minutes to teach. Teacher should employ cold calls
and turn and talks to ensure all students are engaged in
word work.
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lives in content
classes.

and words that are similar but different, provide multiple examples of the word in sentences and
give students multiple at bats to try using the word in their own language. Each word taught
through this method requires about 7 minutes of instruction. If applicable, preparation includes
an outline of the roles and flow of the block for classrooms with co-teachers.

Multiple Examples: In order to support student
understanding of usage, teacher should provide 3 or
more examples of how to use the word in sentences,
with varying contexts.

Assessment:

Multiple At Bats: Teacher should allow students to
engage in at least 5 vocabulary blast questions that
require students to use the word. In classrooms with a
co-teacher, parallel teaching may be used to increase
oral at-bats. These questions are provided in each
lesson plan.

-

-

Interim: Each quarter, College and Career Readiness assessments will test students on
vocabulary throughout the quarter with SAT style questions.
Unit: Each week, students will be cumulatively assessed on words they learned this week
and previous weeks. Questions should be a combination of SAT style, vocabulary blast, and
sentence usage.
Daily: Teacher should provide multiple at-bats to assess students’ understanding and usage
of word taught that day.

Practicing Usage: Students should write their own
sentences using the word and receive feedback on
their usage.
Asking for justification: Teacher requires students to
explain why their usage of the word or answer to a

Schedule
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vocabulary blast question works based on the words’
definition.

In middle school,
vocabulary has its
own separate 20
minute block.
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Reading Block: GR/ Book Clubs/ IR2:
The purpose of the reading block is to ensure that all scholars have the appropriate level of structure and support to complete a volume of reading over the course
of a year. As a result, a sacred time in the day is devoted to students reading text considered to be closer to their own reading level. When possible, this reading
can be topically aligned to deepen scholar understanding of relevant topics, though this time can also be used to expose students to exciting and engaging text
that will ignite a passion for reading. Within the reading block, scholars might be placed into one of three groupings, with the purpose of the block varying
depending on scholar need:
Reading Block Type:

Purpose:

Level of Scaffolding:

Group Composition

Guided Reading

At this level, guided reading exists as an
intervention, meant to ensure that scholars show
reading growth and work on comprehension, critical
thinking, and strategies specific to their needs and
their instructional reading levels. In addition, this is
sacred time for reinforcing foundational reading
strategies. In essence, it is a time for students to
“bring it all together” – and dive into texts at their
instructional level while providing the support they
need to access these texts.

High

The composition of a guided reading group is
homogenously grouped scholars who were triggered for
intervention. Groupings are as small as possible,
ideally no more than 6 students, to ensure appropriate
support and attention to struggling scholars.

Medium

The composition of a book club group is somewhat
homogenously grouped scholars that were not triggered
for intervention, but might not flourish in independent
reading. This could include scholars still reading
somewhat-slightly below grade level or those who are
reluctant readers and will likely not read without the
support of a group.

Low

Independent reading is meant for a larger group of
scholars who already read on or above grade level.
These students are generally highly motivated and will

Book Clubs

Independent Reading

2

The book club block is designed to ensure that
scholars show reading growth and have a sacred
space to practice reading in an accountable and
collaborative way.

Independent Reading builds student reading habits
and love of reading. Students not only get miles on
the page with books specifically at their level during

In these upper grades, these decisions are made based on scholar data.
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this time, but also they develop their preferences for
genres, topics, and authors.
Wilson

happily with strong accountability and access to highly
engaging text.

At this level Wilson exists as an intervention, meant
to ensure that scholars show reading growth and
work on decoding and encoding strategies specific to
their needs and their decoding abilities. It is a time
for students to learn and practice effective phonics
skills to become independent and fluent decoders and
encoders.

High

The composition of a Wilson intervention group is
homogenously grouped scholars who were triggered for
intervention, specifically in the area of
decoding. Groupings are as small as possible, ideally
no more than 6 students, to ensure appropriate support
and attention to struggling scholars.

Reading Block - Guided Reading
Purpose

Planning, Preparation, and Assessment

Key Indicators of Excellence

Guided reading is
designed to ensure
that scholars show
reading growth and
work on reading
skills and strategies
specific to their needs
and their instructional
reading levels. In

Based on triggers: Students reading below both
reading universal triggers and are more than 200L
below grade level will receive Guided Reading if
the RTI owner identifies this as the appropriate
intervention. Guided Reading is staffed by the most
skilled literacy teachers and teachers are given
explicit F&P training (BAS and LLI) and Guided
Reading support throughout the year.

Aim/Goal: Aims are individualized per student based on the learning goal the teacher identifies
based on data from the Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessments System. These goals should be
accessible by teachers and co-teachers, especially when the interventionist is not in the literature
block.
Text Selection: The text chosen for this class is at the group’s instructional reading level and is
appropriate to work on the area of challenge for the students.
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addition, this is
sacred time for
reinforcing
foundational reading
strategies. In
essence, it is a time
for students to “bring
it all together” – and
dive into texts at their
instructional level
while providing the
support they need to
access these texts.

Unit-Level Preparation: Each Guided Reading
group should have their own “mini-unit” course of
study based on most recent student data. Teachers
will create mini-units that include the students’
current level, the goal level, and the aim sequence
and intentionally selected texts that the teacher will
use to help students develop their reading abilities.
Often these text are paired with the text being
taught in literature class either by genre, content, or
theme.
Lesson Planning: Teachers must plan the specific
questions they will ask students and the exemplar
responses for those questions. These questions will
mostly anticipate student misconceptions and also
provide the teacher with guidance around what is an
acceptable answer and when they need to keep
pushing the student.
Assessment: Guided reading is assessed through
the Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessments
System kit; daily objectives are assessed through
purposeful conferences, running records, and exit
tickets, when appropriate.

Time in Text: Students are reading for at least 20 minutes. Scholars will be able to develop their
stamina while also being supported and held accountable. This may include fluency support for
scholars with deficiencies in this area.
Planned questioning: Prior to the lesson, teachers should plan several questions for both their
conferences and for the group to discuss at the end of the lesson. The questions should focus on
unpacking key text demands where students are most likely to need support.
Quality conferencing: The bulk of teacher time is spent conferencing with students, monitoring
their reading by asking them questions and providing mini-instruction on a 1-on-1 basis. Teachers
take notes during conferencing to help guide future instruction and perform progress monitoring.
Teachers can use conferencing time to check on student use of the “focus” for the class, but also
can use this time to help students synthesize reading skills, select the right skill to use, and “bring it
all together.”
Effective prompting (students doing the lifting): Teachers must resist the urge to tell students
what to do when they come to a particular challenge in the text and instead guide and prompt
students to figure the challenge on their own. Effective prompting comes from the types of
questions the teacher asks to guide them to the right answer or to use the right word solving or
meaning making strategy.
Formative data collection: Through exit tickets, running records and continuous Fountas &
Pinnell Benchmark Assessments System testing, students are constantly assessed to ensure they are
progressing towards their learning goals, receiving the appropriate targeted instruction.
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Reading Block - Book Club
Purpose

Planning, Preparation, and Assessment

Key Indicators of Excellence

The book club block
is designed to ensure
that scholars show
reading growth and
have a sacred space to
practice reading in an
accountable and
collaborative way.

Unit-Level Preparation: There are no units created for
Book Club. Teachers are encouraged to read the entire
text before instruction begins to lay out text chunks and
demands in order to ensure a cohesive reading experience.
When possible, the book club texts should thematically
align to each other and with the core text for that unit.

Purposeful Text Selection: The text chosen is at the group’s independent (or easy
instructional) reading level and is engaging for students. The challenge of the text should be
aligned with whatever area of reading comprehension scholars are struggling with, so they
can continuously get exposure to literature that challenges them. Text selection must be
incredibly purposeful to meet the needs and interests of the group and the other core
programs. Students and teachers are encouraged to select texts that are topically aligned to
critical topics highlighted throughout other curriculums to ensure depth of knowledge.
Depending on group need and interest, text selection should also play to student interest and
engaging texts that will ensure that book club is an exciting experience that ignites a passion
for reading.

Schedule
30 minutes (takes
place during the
Small Group Reading
block, so not every
child will be engaged
in Book Club)

Lesson Planning: For teachers executing book clubs, a
planning template is required at the beginning of each
week in addition to accountability quizzes. This includes a
rich TDQ for discussion.
Assessment: Book clubs are assessed through AR quizzes,
reading journals and accountability quizzes, but require no
formal assessment system. Indirectly, if students are using
their Book Club time well, they will see growth on their
Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessments System data
and IAs.
Based on trigger system:
Students that do not receive automatic interventions
through the RTI system but still read below grade level
and/or are identified as reluctant readers will attend book
club. This is staffed by teachers who are trained in the
basic book club procedures and invested in holding
scholars accountable for their reading.

Accountability: All students in a book club are accountable for reading, discussing,
comprehending, and writing about their text. Some or all of the following accountability
measures should be in place:
●
●
●
●
●

Regular quizzes about what students have read
Daily exit ticket questions
Discussion questions and expectations
Homework accountability questions
Tracking of student reading goals

Time in text and discussion: The vast majority of Book Club time will be spent reading
independently; the rationale is that because text is leveled, this is a prime opportunity to
build opportunities for independence. In addition to Accountable Independent Reading
(AIR), teachers should use a variety of techniques as appropriate for the text and the group:
Partner Reading, Control the Game Reading, Choral Reading, etc. Scholars may have a clear
question and begin to gather evidence about that question as they read. The rest of the time
will be spent discussing the text, answering questions generated by the students, and
questions generated by the teacher. Discussion expectations should be in place so that all
students participate appropriately. There is limited time spent writing during this section of
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the day; at the center of book club should always be volume of reading rather than perfecting
written responses.
Engagement and Investment: Given the freedom to select high-interest topics and texts
that are accessible to all scholars in the group, it is the responsibility of the teacher to ensure
that book club is exciting, relevant and investing to remind students of the joy inherent in
reading.

Reading Block - Independent Reading:
Purpose

Planning, Preparation, and Assessment

Key Indicators of Excellence

Independent Reading
builds student reading
habits and love of
reading. Students not
only get miles on the
page with books
specifically at their
level during this time,
but also they develop
their preferences for
genres, topics, and
authors.

Unit-Level Preparation: There are no units created for
Independent Reading. However, students should be
encouraged to read texts that are topically aligned with
whatever the current Literature unit is. Literature Unit
Overviews will include recommended texts that teachers
can add to their library to support this.

Independent, Focused, and Sustained Reading: All students must be engaged in reading
texts that are appropriate for their level throughout the entire Independent Reading block.
The only exceptions to this are when they are engaged in a conference or an activity to
ensure accountability for their reading.

Schedule
30 minutes
(takes place during
the Small Group
Reading block, so not
every child will be

Lesson Planning: Teachers are in charge of maintaining
data systems that track what books students are reading,
what their current reading goals are, and a sense of the
volume of reading each student is doing independently.
For each day, teachers should have a plan for which
students they will conference with and what the goal of
that conference will be. All students should get at least one
conference per week, with more struggling readers getting
a larger number of conferences per week than advanced
readers.

Detailed and Up to Date Tracking: Teachers should know what texts their students are
reading at all times. They should have a good sense of the volume of pages students read
over the course of a day/week and what areas the students might need some extra support on.
Teacher interaction with students during this time is imperative.
Love and Enjoyment of Reading: Students should exude a love of reading as evidenced by
their desire to get into their texts at the start of each IR block, a desire to share with others
what they are reading, the development of preferences for genres, topics, and authors, and
their ability to maintain sustained focus on their texts.

Assessment: There are not formal assessments for
Independent Reading, but schools should be tracking the
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engaged in
Independent Reading)

conference points and volume of reading done by students
and creating systems that hold students accountable for
high quality reading. Indirectly, if students are using their
Independent Reading time well, they will see growth on
their Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessments System
and IAs.
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Reviewing and Analyzing Reading Proficiency
Reading Proficiency: Use of Student Assessment Data to Inform Instruction
1. At HPS, we utilize the plan, do review, act cycle to review our literacy program and classroom instruction. The purpose
is to reflect and refine our literacy instructional focus to ensure the needs of all scholars are being met at HNS – HPS and
the scholars increase their literacy skills as identified in our literacy tenants above.
2. Teachers meet weekly during data team meetings to review reading data. This data includes but is not limited to: weekly
quizzes, daily exit slips, quarterly COMPs (interims), MCA-III data, NWEA data, BAS data, and DIBELS data.
3. Teachers use this time to reflect on the strengths and challenges of their students, their class, and their own instruction.
They develop plans to address the areas of need and also ensure it aligns to the identified grade level skills.
4. Principals will meet, at least once per month, with teachers to review data and identify next steps for individual students.
Literacy assessments at HPS are administered specifically for the following reasons:
●
●
●
●
●

They universally assess all scholars to evaluate learning and growth over time.
They assess abilities of all scholars by using multiple assessments in reading
They diagnose needs that will guide teacher instruction and interventions.
They identify possible interventions
They monitor progress

Components of a Comprehensive Data System
● Universal Screening Assessments: Screening assessments are often quick and efficient measures of overall ability and critical
skills known to be strong indicators that predict student performance. In some cases, more extensive time is needed to
administer screening tools if multiple layers of development are assessed in one sitting. Screening of all students at regular
intervals, usually three times a year, helps establish expected proficiency outcomes and informs program effectiveness. By
establishing an initial baseline for all students, these assessments identify individual students who do not meet grade-level
expectations. Results can be used as a starting point for instruction or to indicate a need for further evaluation. Multiple
screening measures are not necessary if the tool selected is applicable to all/grade ranges to be monitored.
● Diagnostic Assessments: The purpose of diagnostic assessments in Kindergarten through grade 5 is to provide information for
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planning more effective instruction and intervention. Diagnostic assessments provide additional data beyond screening and
should be given when there is clear expectations that diagnostic information will offer new or more reliable data about a
scholar’s academic needs. This diagnostic assessment information should be used to strategically plan more targeted and
intensive instruction that will accelerate reading proficiency toward grade level expectations. Using diagnostic assessments
along with standardized screening measurement, information and informal classroom assessments can provide a broader
understanding into the needs of scholars individually and as a group. This information will guide strategic planning for the
most beneficial interventions.
● Progress Monitoring Assessments: Progress monitoring assessments are also brief, administered with more regularity than
screening and diagnostic tools. Progress monitoring assessment data should be collected, evaluated, and used as an ongoing
routine to determine the rate of a scholar’s progress toward grade level outcomes, to provide information on the effectiveness
of intervention and to modify the intervention tools if necessary. Information about how much time a scholar is engaged in
intervention, attendance, and behavior are also useful data points. Progress monitoring tools should be matched to the
intervention a scholar is receiving as well as matched to grade level outcomes so a variety of leveled assessment tools may
give the best overall picture of a student’s individual progress.


A summary of the Network's effort to screen and identify students with dyslexia: The Network uses the RTI model to
identify any student with learning difficulties. If the students are seen through that process to have reading difficulties the
district has started to use the Orton Gillingham approach and curriculum to correctly identify students that may have dyslexia
and to provide targeted interventions. The network then will complete a special education evaluation to ensure the
student's needs are being addressed appropriately.



The Network’s effort to screen and identify students with convergence insufficiency disorder: The Network completes
vision and hearing screenings for all students through NorthPoint Health Services at the start of every year. If the student does
not pass vision or hearing they have a repeat screening in the health office by the school nurse and parents are notified. If the
student does not pass in the health office parents are provided vouchers to help with obtaining a full vision test with an
optometrist.
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HPS Assessments used for Universal Screening, Diagnostic, and Progress Monitoring

Test Administration

Phonics

Phonemic
Awareness

Fluency

Comprehension

Vocabulary

Oral
Language

X

X

Screeners/Accountability
DIBELS Next (K-5)

F, W, S

X

X

X

Reading Mastery I Assessment (K-1)

F, W, S

X

X

X

X

X

Reading Mastery II Assessment (1-3)

F, W, S

X

X

X

X

X

Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark
Assessments System (K-8)

F, W, S

X

X

X

MAP (K-8)

F&S

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MCAIII (3-8)

S

Quick Phonics Screener (ELL 5 – 8)

Upon Network
enrollment date

X

WIDA MODEL (ELL
KINDERGARTEN)

F&S

X

ACCESSS for ELLs 2.0 (ELL K- 8)

W

X
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Diagnostic/Instructional
DIBELS Next (K - 5)

F, W, S

Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessments
System (K-8)

F, W, S

Reading Mastery I Assessment (K – 1)

F, W, S

X

Reading Mastery II Assessment (1 – 3)

F, W, S

X

MONDO Oral Language Assessment (K-2)

F, W, S

ACCESSS for ELLs 2.0 (ELL K-8)

W

WIDA MODEL (ELL KINDERGARTEN)

F&S

WIDA Screener (ELL 1 – 8)

F, W, S

Quarterly Interims – based on grade level MN literacy
benchmarks

F, W, S

DIBELS
NEXT

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) is a set of measures used
to assess early literacy and reading skills for scholars in grades K-5. It is individually
administered 3x a year in the fall, winter, and spring to identify scholars in need of
intervention and to help inform teacher’s educational decisions about their scholars.
Depending on the grade level of the scholar, DIBELS Next measures: First Sound
Fluency (FSF), Letter Naming Fluency (LNF), Phoneme Segmentation Fluency (PSF),
Nonsense Word Fluency (NWF) and Oral Reading Fluency (ORF)
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Benchmark Goals and Cut Points for Risk DIBELS
benchmark goals are empirically derived, criterionreferenced target scores that represent adequate
reading skill for a particular grade and time of year.
Benchmark goals and cut points for risk are provided
for the DIBELS Composite Score as well as for
individual DIBELS measures. Benchmark goals are
based on research that examined the predictive
probability of a score on a measure at a particular
point in time, compared to later DIBELS measures
and external measures of reading proficiency and
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achievement. (Additional information about the
benchmark goals research is included in the DIBELS
Next Technical Manual, available from
http://dibels.org/.)
Below is an additional link to the Goals and
Composite scores PDF as released by © Dynamic
Measurement Group, Inc. / September 12, 2016
DIBELS Next Benchmark Goals
Mondo Oral
Language

Measures of
Academic
Progress
(MAP) k -8

The Mondo Oral Language assessment is a test of a scholar’s receptive language. It is
administered to all K-2 scholars in the fall. After the fall assessment it is only
administered to K-1 students, and those 2nd grade scholars who score below a score of
15, in the winter and spring. This assessment helps provide insight into how scholars
master the different structures found in English sentences and identifies scholar
requiring targeted skill work in this area.

Expected Score

The Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA) MAP is a computerized, adaptive
assessment in reading and math. It is administered 2x a year in the fall and spring.
Teachers use the data to develop specific targeted strategies and plans for individual
students. It provides teachers with a RIT score, Lexile ranges, and growth norms. It
also measures growth of students over time.

Student Status Norms as identified on the 2015 MAP
Normative Data Sheet
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End of kindergarten is 7
End of 1st grade is 15
2nd grade at least 15

Kindergarten
o Fall 141
o Winter 151.3
o Spring 158.1
1st grade
o Fall 160.7
o Winter 171.5
o Spring 177.5
2nd grade
o Fall 174.7
o Winter 184.2
o Spring 188.7
3rd grade
o Fall 188.3
o Winter 195.6
o Spring 198.6
4th grade
o Fall 198.2
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o Winter 203.6
o Spring 205.9
th
5 grade
o Fall 205.7
o Winter 209.8
o Spring 211.8
6th grade
o Fall 211.0
o Winter 214.2
o Spring 215.8
7th grade
o Fall 214.4
o Winter 216.9
o Spring 218.2
8th grade
o Fall 217.2
o Winter 219.1
o Spring 220.1

* At risk are students who are more than 2 grade
levels behind based on their most recent MAP
assessment.
* Proficient students are those at or above grade level
based on their most recent MAP assessment.
* Students who are identified at least 2 grade levels
above based on their fall RIT score and are in the 80th
percentile as measured on the NWEA MAP shall be
identified as possible candidates for a gifted and
talented program, This data is part of a holistic review
of students who meet each requirement and is
reviewed by the SIT team in September.
Fountas &
Pinnell
Benchmark
Assessment
System (BAS)

Running Records can be either formal or informal. When a student is identified as “at
risk” through the universal screener DIBELS Next assessment, a formal running
record is conducted by a district Academic Interventionist to obtain a scholar’s
instructional reading level and fluency ability, as well as the cues and strategies the
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Cut Scores


Kindergarten
o Beginning of year: Pre-A/A
o Middle of year: B/C
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Guiding
Reading Level

scholar uses independently. Informal running records are given by classroom teachers
to track student progress in reading and assist in informing instruction during guided
reading and support during independent reading. Highlights include:



Aides in determining scholars’ independent and instructional reading levels
Link scholars to suitably leveled books for independent reading
allowing the scholars to increase their fluency and comprehension

















o End of year: D
1st grade
o Beginning of year: D/E
o Middle of year: G/H
o End of year: J
2nd grade
o Beginning of year: J/K
o Middle of year: L
o End of year: M
3rd grade
o Beginning of year: M/N
o Middle of year: O
o End of year: P
4th grade
o Beginning of year: P/Q
o Middle of year: R
o End of year: S
5th grade
o Beginning of year: S/T
o Middle of year: U
o End of year: V
6th grade
o Beginning of year: V/W
o Middle of year: X
o End of year: Y
7th grade
o Beginning of year: Y/Z
o Middle of year: Z
o End of year: Z/Z+
8th grade
o Beginning of year: Z
o Middle of year: Z
o End of year: Z+

* At risk are students who are more than 2 grade
levels behind based on their most recent BAS
assessment.
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* Proficient students are those at or above grade level
based on their most recent BAS assessment.
* Students who are identified at least 2 grade levels
above based on their fall BAS shall be identified as
possible candidates for a gifted and talented program,
This data is part of a holistic review of students who
meet each requirement and is reviewed by the SIT
team in September.
Minnesota
Comprehensive
Assessment
(MCA-III)
Reading 3rd –
8th grade

The Minnesota Comprehensive Assessment is the state test that helps measure
Minnesota students’ achievement on the Minnesota Academic Standards. The MCA
results inform curriculum decisions at the network level; inform instruction at the
classroom level; and in reading and math, demonstrate student academic progress from
year to year.

MCA-III Scale Score Cuts
3rd grade
 Partially Meets: 340
 Meets: 350
 Exceeds: 374
4th grade
 Partially Meets: 440
 Meets:450
 Exceeds: 466
5th grade
 Partially Meets: 540
 Meets: 550
 Exceeds: 563
6th grade
 Partially Meets: 640
 Meets:650
 Exceeds: 662
7th grade
 Partially Meets: 740
 Meets: 750
 Exceeds: 760
8th grade
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Partially Meets: 840
Meets:850
Exceeds: 861

* At risk are students who are identified as Does Not
Meet on their most recent MCA-III
* Proficient students are those who are identified as
Meets or Exceeds on their most recent MCA-III.
* Students who are identified as Exceeds as measured
on the MCA-III shall be identified as possible
candidates for a gifted and talented program, This data
is part of a holistic review of students who meet each
requirement and is reviewed by the SIT team in
September.
Reading
Mastery I & II
and Horizons
C/D
Assessments

All students are given a placement tests to determine their beginning level for all
D.I. programs.
RMI – Assessments – MT (Mastery Tests) – tests oral fluency, decoding, blending,
rhyming, and word recognition. IC (Individual Check-Outs) Rate & Accuracy checks begin at lesson 108. Students read a passage with a predetermined number
of words and error limit. OPT (Out of program) - tests assess skills learned in 20
lesson units.
RMII – IC (Individual Check-Outs) Rate & Accuracy checks begin at lesson 5 and
continue every 5 lessons through lesson 160. OPT (Out of program) tests are
administered every 20 lessons throughout the program.
Horizons C/D – Students are given a placement tests that measures rate, accuracy
and comprehension. Students are given cumulative comprehension tests every 10
lessons throughout the program, which has 160 lessons. Additionally, students are
given rate and accuracy checks every 10 lessons beginning at lesson 20.

Kinder
 End of quarter 1 – 40 lessons RM I
 End of quarter 2 – 80 lessons RM I
 End of quarter 3 – 120 lessons RM I
 End of quarter 4 – 160 lesson RM I
1st grade
 End of quarter 1 – 40 lessons RM II
 End of quarter 2 – 80 lessons RM II
 End of quarter 3 – 120 lessons RM II
 End of quarter 4 – 160 lesson RM II
Horizons
 End of quarter 1 – lesson 20
 End of quarter 2 – lesson 40
 End of quarter 3 – lesson 60
 End of quarter 4 – lesson 80
* At risk are students are those who have not
completed RM – I by the middle of 2nd grade.
* Proficient are students who are progressing to
complete RM – I or RM – II as identified above.
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MTAS
Assessment 3rd
– 8th grade

The MTAS measures the extent to which scholars with significant cognitive
disabilities are making progress in the general education curriculum on standards that
have been reduced in breadth, depth, and complexity. The MTAS is a performancebased assessment where the performance tasks in reading, math, and science are
administered to scholars in a one-on-one setting.

ACCESSS for
ELLs 2.0
(ELL K-8)

The ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 and Alternate ACCESS for ELLs are the assessments
developed by the WIDA consortium and administered to English learners in order to
measure progress toward meeting Minnesota’s standards for English language
development, developed by the WIDA consortium. Most English learners will take the
ACCESS for ELLs 2.0, but English learners who received special education services
and meet the participation guidelines may take the Alternate ACCESS for ELLs. Links
to the WIDA Consortium website and WIDA Assessment Management System
(WIDA AMS) are provided under Related offsite resources. Participation criteria for
the Alternate ACCESS for ELLs are located in the Assessment section of the WIDA
website.

WIDA MODEL
(ELL
KINDERGARTEN)

WIDA Screener
(ELL 1 – 8)

The MODEL assessment was developed by the WIDA consortium and is administered
to potential English learners in kindergarten. The assessment is given as students are
entering kindergarten to determine ELL status and level placement. The oral composite
is the only score that will be used to determine status and level placement. The
assessment may be given again at the end of the year in order to determine accurate
level placement for the next school year.

Kindergarten students qualify for EL services with an
oral composite score of 4.5 (out of 6.0) or less.

The WIDA Screener was developed by the WIDA consortium and is used to determine
ELL status to students who are new to the network. The assessment is administered
through the online portal. The results are used to decide EL status, level placement,
and the amount of services a student will receive. The assessment will be given upon
enrollment in the network but will not be used to monitor placement after ELL status is
determined.

Students will qualify for EL services with a composite
score of 4.5 (out of 6.0) or less.
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Use of a Multi-Tiered System of Support that Differentiates and Accelerates
the Learning of All Students
All scholars can and should experience academic growth when supported by scientifically and evidenced-based literacy practices
shown to impact student achievement.
1) The multi-tiered (MTSS) instruction plan is based on a data-driven decision making model.
2) The intervention plan emphasizes differentiation in core instruction and includes extended time for literacy instruction (in addition
to core instruction).
3) The intervention plan utilizes approved and research based universal screening assessments, diagnostic assessment tools, and
ongoing progress monitoring to inform, support, and refine the instructional content, activity, delivery, or supplemental materials
or assistive technology needed to meet children’s instructional needs.
4) The intervention plan teaches, reinforces, and supports intensive and supplemental intervention strategies in core instruction,
including individual and small group instruction based on needs.
5) Intervention will accelerate and support student literacy. Focus will be on:
a) Research-based intervention practices that are developmentally appropriate.
b) The assumption that all struggling readers can succeed if they receive supplemental Instruction to accelerate their learning.
c) Provide additional instruction in skill development.
d) Attention paid to higher-level talk and text, including comprehension
e) Interventions provided by well-trained teachers as defined in Rule 8710.3000 and 8710.3200. Interventions will be evidencebased practices designed to meet the needs of students and have demonstrated reliability to accelerate student achievement.
f) Placement in intervention determined by examination of multiple data points (including entrance and exit criteria).
g) Emphasis on useful feedback on student performance that is embedded into everyday learning.
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MTSS School Intervention Team (SIT) Process
The Plan aligns with our Multi-Tiered Systems of Support. (MTSS) Each level consists of three integral components:
1. Tier I focuses on the core instruction and is provided to all students. In this tier, literacy programs and resources, assessments,
literacy structures, and instructional practices are aligned with along student performance goals, literacy best practices and
research based strategies. Tier 1 instruction includes, but is not limited to:
a. Research-based instructional strategies
b. Data-driven decision making and instruction
c. Districtapproved core curriculum
d. Differentiated instruction
e. Flexible grouping

For Individual

2. Tier 2 provides early intervention reading services. Tier 2 interventions are
intended for students who are struggling to meet course/grade level expectations. These interventions take place in addition to
Tier 1, core instruction. Tier 2 instruction includes, but is not limited to:
a. Flexible grouping
b. Research-based instructional strategies
c. Data-driven decision making and instruction
d. Differentiated instruction

3. Tier 3 increases early intervention services with intensive interventions,
individual support and/or increased frequency when needed. Entrance/exit
criteria and progress monitoring information are provided for each identified
49

For Individual
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targeted student population. Tier 3 interventions are intended for students who have below course/grade level learning gaps.
These interventions take place in addition to Tier 1, core instruction and Tier 2 interventions. It is not required that the
students score below the 10th percentile in any standardized assessment to qualify for Tier 3 interventions. A student qualifies
for Tier 3 interventions based on recommendation of the School Intervention Team’s (SIT) review of the student’s data. Each
fall students who received Tier 3 interventions the spring prior, may begin receiving Tier 3 interventions without a SIT
meeting, depending on the student’s current needs at the start of the school year. Tier 3 instruction is specific to each student’s
needs and is dependent on diagnostic assessment data. Tier 3 is:
a. Small group or individual instruction.
b. Increased frequency of intervention.
c. Additional minutes to Tier 1 and Tier 2 instruction.
d. Tier 3 occurs during the school day, in addition to
scheduled Tier 2 intervention times, not in place of
Tier 2 interventions.
For Individual
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Network Interventions

Tier
Intervention

Purpose

Grades

Schools
1

Leveled Literacy
Intervention
(LLI)

Accelerate learning in the areas of phonemic
awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency
comprehension

K-4th

First 4,000 words

Increase sight word and academic vocabulary

1st – 4th

95% group/Susan L.
Hall EdD

Phonological awareness specifically for students
who have not attained sufficient level of
phonological awareness through everyday
exposure to language and previous instruction.

Study Island

Study Island allows HPS to meet the needs of our
scholars and collect important data with valuable
reporting that helps HPS make data-based
decisions. Study Island tracks student progress
and provides exact and timely information of
students’ progress and skill level.

K – 8th

Exact Path is a tool which used in a blended
learning model for intervention it ensures our
teachers utilize effective teaching strategies in to
include a tiered support. Exact Path, is focused on
pinpointing where our students are academically,
delivering assessment-driven learning paths, and
monitoring progress to support our intervention
programs and increase student achievement in
reading and literacy.

K – 8th

Exact Path

3

X

X

Harvest Prep School, Best
Academy, Mastery School

Harvest Prep School, Best
Academy, Mastery School

Kinder

X

X

Harvest Prep School, Best
Academy, Mastery School

Harvest Prep School, Best
Academy, Mastery School
X

X

Harvest Prep School, Best
Academy, Mastery School

X
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2

X
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K-4th

Journeys
Intervention
(write-in readers,
Intervention Tool
Kits and lessons)

To be used in addition to the core instruction
(small group or individually)

Reading Corps

Assist k-2nd grade scholars to reach proficiency in
reading with 1-1 instruction in phonemic
awareness, phonics and fluency.

K-2nd
grade

JourneysCurious with Words

Extends oral language instruction and
development

K-2nd

Linda Mood-Bell
Seeing Stars

Encoding and decoding program designed to help
students use imagery to identify letters, sounds
and syllables as well as reading fluency.

K-8th

Linda Mood-Bell
Visualizing and
Verbalizing

Comprehension program designed to help
students use imagery to picture parts of a story,
vocab, story elements, and higher order thinking
questions.

K-8th

Linda Mood Bell
Lips

Phoneme sequencing program designed to help
students use imagery to produce the correct
sounds in a word and identify the correct order of
the sounds.

K-8th

Wilson Reading
System

Multisensory program using visual, auditory,
kinesthetic and tactile senses to help make
connections between sounds/words.

2nd-8th

Reading Mastery I
& II

Assist kindergarten – 3rd grade students to reach
proficiency with reading fluency.

K – 3rd

Harvest Prep School, Best
Academy, Mastery School
X

X

X

X

Harvest Prep School, Best
Academy, Mastery School
SPED
Harvest Prep School, Best
Academy, Mastery School
SPED

X

X

X

X

Harvest Prep School, Best
Academy, Mastery School
SPED

X

X

Harvest Prep School, Best
Academy, Mastery School
SPED

X
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Harvest Prep School, Best
Academy, Mastery School

X

X

Harvest Prep School &
Mastery School

Harvest Prep School, Best
Academy, Mastery School
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6-8 program: Small
group differentiated
instruction in Word
Expressions, Word
Building, Fluency,
and Comprehension.

Accelerate learning in the areas of word study,
fluency/prosody, vocabulary and comprehension
through intensive word study, collaborative
strategic reading, think-alouds, reciprocal
teaching, and repeated reading.

Kinder 8th

Harvest Prep School, Best
Academy, Mastery School

X

Developing Family Partnerships through Communication:
1) By September 15th of each school year all families will be notified of their scholar’s literacy levels in the following:
a. Lexile level as identified on the Benchmark Assessment System for scholars in kindergarten – 5th grade
b. Beginning of the year DIBELS Next score for scholars in kindergarten – 5th grade
c. MCA-III score for scholars in 4th grade and 5th grade.
2) All new families of screened scholars to HPS will be notified and provided the initial screening data that identifies student ELL
status within 30 days of screening. This information will be provided to families in their home language upon request.
3) All families of ELL scholars who completed the winter ACCESS will be notified and provided information about their status
as an ELL student and their scores on the ACCESS within the first 30 days of school. This information will be provided to
families in their home language upon request.
4) The platform used to communicate the literacy scores and goals for the each scholar will be a beginning of year literacy night.
This will used to inform parents of grade level standards and expectations and then connect to goals for the school year.
5) If families are unable to attend, a phone call will be made by an academic interventionists to the families of scholars who are
eligible for specific interventions. The family will be notified how the scholar has been identified to be eligible to receive
reading support. In addition, letters will be sent home explaining the specific intervention, the frequency of the intervention,
and when the scholar will receive the intervention during the school day.
6) By the end of October of each school year all families will be notified during conference #1 of their scholar’s literacy levels in
the following:
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a. NWEA MAP scores. These scores will utilize the Student Profile report. Teachers will review the RIT score, the Norm
Percentile information, and growth goals for the school year.
7) As the school year progresses assessment data will be shared during student conferences for all students. This will allow
students to celebrate progress and for staff to share strategies and support the home/school connection with specific
interventions.
8) For scholars receiving reading support in interventions, our academic interventionists will make phone calls, send emails, and
meet with families whenever the need arises. This will allow for the academic interventionists to share timely data, celebrate
successes, and plan for next steps with the families.
9) When exit criteria is met, the lead interventionist informs the MTSS team and cross checks data, then classroom teacher and
families are informed.
10) Harvest Prep will plan for 2 – 3 literacy nights with a focus on the joy of reading while providing families resources and
strategies to help their scholars increase both their love for reading and their application of literacy schools to increase literacy
skills and meet yearly growth goals.
11) HPS will publish a report in the local newspaper with the largest circulation in the district, by mail, or by electronic means on
the district website.

Job-Embedded Professional Development
High-quality job-embedded professional learning that is relevant, research-based and results-driven, enables all educators to provide
the evidence-based instruction and assessments students need to be successful 21st century learners.
Professional development is data driven, ongoing, and is inclusive of all educators within HPS. Academic teams use a collaborative
and goal oriented approach to improve instruction allowing for an increase in better literacy skills application by all scholars at each
grade level. Teams as well as cross grade and interdisciplinary groups, will meet at least bi-monthly to reflect on student progress,
review data, review student work and align instruction to academic standards and desired student outcomes. Analyzing student
work/performance in meeting literacy learning goals is a key aspect of professional learning at HPS.
Effective professional development will model the idea that improving student proficiency, using and collecting data, and building
home/school community connections is consistent with expectations of current teacher licensure standards for reading (elementary)
and in all content areas (K-5). Professional development is designed to align with school-wide literacy goals and delivered in a variety
of formats to best meet the needs of adult learners. HPS also provides mentors for new teachers to our district and individual coaching
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in the areas of math and reading for those teachers who are in the beginning or developing stages of instruction.
Review of professional learning opportunities and recommended improvements to the HNS Leadership Cabinet and Site will be
conducted annually to examine systemic inadequacies and develop comprehensive solutions. Professional development focuses on
research-based core literacy instruction with a special focus on meeting the needs of underserved students. Each teacher meets
quarterly with their assigned Academic Leader to review and triangulate reading data of all students. Teachers and Academic Leaders
also look at all subgroups and work together to identify next steps for students or refer them to the MTSS team for further review or
suggestions.
HNS has developed relationships with Colleges and Universities, TFA, and other organizations to help in the identification and
recruitment of effective teachers who are members of our underrepresented populations which mirrors our diverse school population.
One example is our active role at the People of Color Career Fair which happens twice a year at the Minneapolis Convention Center.
In addition teachers are provided support and feedback through the teacher evaluation process at HNS as required by state statute.
District plans must, at a minimum, meet the following requirements, as defined by MDE based on the statute language:
• The evaluations are objective and based on multiple, valid and clearly defined criteria.
• Evaluations are aligned with the educational improvement plan and designed to achieve ongoing progress and growth in
teacher practice.
• The evaluation program and activities align to other district and charter school teacher evaluation practices and measures.
• Summative evaluators are qualified and trained to perform summative evaluations every three years.
• Peer review occurs in years without summative evaluation by trained peers.
• An individual growth and development plan is included in the evaluation process that focuses on student and teacher growth.
At HPS: all teachers are evaluated 3 times per year and provided timely feedback. For two of the observations teachers have both a
pre- and post-meeting. For the other observation there is only a post-meeting. This second observation is unannounced but conducted
within an identified time. Also, each teachers is expected to complete an individual growth plan which aligns to the school
achievement goals. The data collected during the yearly observations also allows for instructional leaders to identify the most skilled
teachers who would be best fits for the grade levels and classrooms who have been identified as areas of focus. We will continue to
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identify our best literacy teachers for the students who need their support and teaching the most.
Finally, principals have yearly goals which are submitted to the CEO and school board of HPS and reviewed throughout the year
during weekly one-on-one meetings. The principal is evaluated annually by the school board at the end of the school year.

Professional
Development
Focus

Core Competencies accentuate a Balanced Literacy
Overview and Purpose

Overview: Train teachers and paras the
implementation of Reading Mastery and the use of
phonemics and phonics to develop readers.
Reading
Mastery and
Direct
Instruction

When: Summer training & monthly coaching
sessions (2 hours on 1 Friday per month)

participants

All teachers
grades K – 3
and educational
paras.

Phonics

Phonemic
Awareness

Fluency

X

X

X

Comprehension

Vocabulary

Oral
Language

X

X

Purpose: to build teacher knowledge of phonemic
awareness, phonics, and word development while
using a successful program to fidelity
Overview: Train teachers on the use of Guided
Reading with Journeys resources.

Guided Reading

When: Summer training, monthly professional
development (2 hours on 1 Friday per month), & an
additional 12 hours of professional development
provided during Network PD days. Also, all
teachers will read the book Great Habits, Great
Readers by Paul Bambrick-Santoyo in their PLCs
during quarter 1 of 2018 – 2019.

Kinder – 5th
grade teachers,
educational
paras, literacy
coaches, title
teachers, ESL
teachers, and
SPED teachers

Purpose: Develop a Network common language
which provides focused observations with frequent
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X

X
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and timely feedback. Teachers will be provided
timely coaching from instructional coaches.
To increase the comprehension, fluency, and
vocabulary skills of our scholars.
Overview: Train teachers on the use of Close
Reading

Close Reading

When: Summer training, monthly professional
development (2 hours on 1 Friday per month), & an
additional 12 hours of professional development
provided during Network PD days. Also, all
teachers will read the book Reading Reconsidered
by Doug Lemov, Colleen Driggs, & Erica Woolway
in their PLCs during quarter 2 of 2018 – 2019.
Purpose: Develop a Network common language
which provides focused observations with frequent
and timely feedback. Teachers will be provided
timely coaching from instructional coaches.
To increase the comprehension, fluency, and
vocabulary skills of our scholars.
Overview: Teachers build the habits and routines of
Read to Self and Right Fit Books from the Daily 5
and are prepared to introduce these routines along
with leveled literature libraries the first weeks of
school.

Independent
Reading – Read
to Self

When: Summer training, monthly professional
development (2 hours on 1 Friday per month), & an
additional 6 hours of professional development
provided during Network PD days. Also, all
teachers will read the book The Daily 5 by Gail
Boushey & Joan Moser during the first 3 weeks of
August 2018 (BA teacher PD weeks) and meet with
their grade level data leads to ensure all routines are
ready to be put in place.

Kinder – 5th
grade teachers,
educational
paras, literacy
coaches, title
teachers, ESL
teachers, and
SPED teachers

X

X

X

Kinder – 5th
grade teachers,
educational
paras, literacy
coaches, title
teachers, ESL
teachers, and
SPED teachers

X

X

X
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Purpose: Develop a Network common language
which provides focused observations and feedback.
To increase the comprehension, fluency, and
vocabulary skills of our scholars. To develop a joy
of literacy and a love of reading.

Promote
Engagement,
Understanding,
and
Independence
for All Learners

Principals, academic coaches, and Network
instructional leaders will read the book Making
Thinking Visible by Ron Ritchhart, Mike Church,
and Karin Morrison in a summer PLC.
X

Purpose is to create a school where thinking is
valued, visible, and actively promoted. This aligns
with our tenets of students being critical thinkers
who can articulate their learning and apply literacy
skills
Overview: Train ELL teachers in creating unit and
lesson plans.

ELL for ELL
teachers

Purpose: Develop ELL teachers’ ability to create
lesson and unit plans that incorporate skills learned
in the general education classroom and targeted
language and literacy skills.

All ELL
teachers

X

X

X

X

All Classroom
Teachers, ELL
Teachers

X

X

X

X

When: Summer training and ongoing during weekly
PLC meetings. Teachers will receive continuous
feedback by the ELL Coordinators on lesson plans
and lessons taught.
Overview: Train teachers on the performance
descriptors for each ELL level.
ELL for all staff

Purpose: Develop classroom teachers’ ability and
comfort level with providing language support for
scholars at various language levels. Included will be
opportunities to develop our teachers to support
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English learners by maximizing strengths in their
native languages to cultivate English language
development, including oral academic language,
and build academic literacy.
When: Professional development meetings
throughout the school year.

Teams and Meetings
Local Literacy Plans should not be developed by individual representatives of an organization. Local Literacy Plans are intended to be
living documents of continuous improvement that provide a shared and coherent vision and mission for literacy development. A teambased approach to continuous improvement ensures that all stakeholders have the opportunity to improve the system, raise concerns,
and collaborate with others for decision-making.
The WBWF law requires specific processes for the development of WBWF plans. These established teams and processes can be
leveraged or incorporated into the development of literacy plans. A summary of WBWF requirements to consider when approaching
development of Local Literacy Plans includes:




Each school board shall establish an advisory committee to ensure active community participation in all phases of planning and
improving the instruction and curriculum affecting state and district academic standards.
 At least annually, the HPS School Board will have an opportunity to review, ask questions, and provide feedback
related to the local literacy plan. In addition, at least one board member will be identified and invited to meetings where
the local literacy plan will be reviewed and refined with in the plan – do – review – act cycle.
 At the Network level, with representation from each school board, there is an academic committee which reviews the
academic plan, reviews assessment data, curriculum, and instructional plans. This occurs monthly and the information
is provided to the academic instruction team to use in the continuous improvement cycle to improve instruction,
curriculum, cultural competencies, and student achievement.
A school must establish a site team to develop and implement strategies and education effectiveness practices to improve
instruction, curriculum, cultural competencies, including cultural awareness and cross-cultural communication, and student
achievement at the school site.
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The Academic and Instruction team consists of: CEO, Director of C&I, Building Principal, Instructional Coaches, ELL
Lead, Director of Student Support Services, Director of Reading Mastery and Direct Instruction, and MS Literacy
Coach and New Teacher Mentor

The school board shall hold an annual public meeting to review, and revise where appropriate, student achievement goals,
local assessment outcomes, plans, strategies, and practices for improving curriculum and instruction and cultural competency,
and efforts to equitably distribute diverse, effective, experienced, and in-field teachers, and to review district success in
realizing the previously adopted student achievement goals and related benchmarks and the improvement plans leading to the
world’s best workforce.
 The Harvest Prep School Board will review the Literacy Plan along with the student achievement goals throughout the
spring of each school year to ensure strategies identified in the plan are increasing student achievement and increasing
the effectiveness of instructional practices within the classroom as aligned to the local literacy plan, the WBWF, and
Read Well by 3rd Grade.
 The final review and recommendations for the upcoming school year will occur, no later than, the September board
meeting of each year.
 During the 2016 – 2017 school year the annual meeting occurred on September 19, 2017.

Continuous Improvement Plan
The objectives of the Continuous Improvement Plan template will guide the instructional leaders to develop, implement, and achieve
quick wins, mid-term improvements, and long-term improvements which support our mission and vision. In addition it will support
our delivery of a high-quality education, curtail or eliminate activities outside the core services, target improvement in areas of
greatest need, and identify and eliminate inefficiencies.
Creating detailed plans for improvement begin with a diagnosis of strengths and needs. The plan will drive immediate action and
detail action steps. The plan will take advantage of quick wins, identify non-negotiable items, and leverage working teams and
taskforces within The HPS to help position an improvement effort for success and sustainability.
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The data to be used to drive the identification, the root cause(s), and process of the creating the CIP are: student achievement data,
teacher observation data, and staff and parent surveys. This process will start during the spring of each school year and will be
completed by the beginning of each school year.
HPS will utilize research-based elements to create, implement, monitor, and refine our improvement plan. Such elements could
include, but are not limited to:


Assessment of Current Situation: root causes and solutions



Rationale: Why will you implement the improvement?



Objective: What will success look like for the organization and the client?



Timeframes for Improvement Initiatives: When will the improvement take place? Will the improvement be rapid or long
term? Responsible Group: Who will be accountable for implementing the improvement?



Activities/Task that will be engaged in to Support the Improvement: Who will do what by when?



Overcoming Obstacles



Communicating the Improvement Effort: What will you say and to whom?



Monitoring Plan Progress: How will you chart your progress? What methods/tools will you use?



Sustaining the Improvement Effort: How will you ensure the improvement effort continues to be implemented? What
methods/tools will you use for accountability?



Budget and Resource Implication
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Focus #1:
Brief Description: What do you intend to do?
Provide our teachers with focused professional development around three core areas: guided reading, close reading, and students
developing a love for reading during independent reading. In addition, the planning support provided to our teachers will focus on the
three core components. Finally, the observations and feedback will have the focus on the core components as well.
Rationale: Why do you intend to do it (your purpose statement)?
1. By providing the training, the planning support, and the focused feedback from observations we believe we can address the need
for student centered instruction based on needs identified from our MAP, BAS, and DIBELS assessments during guided reading
groups. We believe the development and application of Close Reading skills in our classrooms will help all students apply
reading across content areas and develop critical thinkers while addressing grade level reading benchmarks. Finally, the use of
Read to Self (independent reading) will allow students to create a love of reading while reading literature identified using the
BAS from Fountas & Pinnell.
2. Most importantly, our rationale, is to increase students reading achievement and develop students who love reading and who
can use reading as a springboard into career readiness and career success.
3. The focus is to allow us to achieve our student reading goals identified above. These goals are representative of all students, of
ELL students, of our African-American students, our FRL students, and our SPED students.
Objective: What will success look like for Harvest Preparatory School?
1.

Action Strategies
(Specific Activities and Tasks)

2.

Staff will be provided initial professional development and follow- PD and support as identified in the professional
development plan specific to our Local Literacy Plan. This PD plan is include above.
The use of literacy coaches along with our academic leaders (Principals and Director of Curriculum and Instruction) will
provide modeling of data analysis, lesson planning based on state standards, and instruction within grade level meetings. In
addition – literacy coaches will meet frequently with each Learning Community and focus on literacy. The data analysis
process will be followed to increase the effectiveness of instruction and positively affect student learning.
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3.

Driver(s)

The use of literacy coaches will provide opportunities for consistent observations with timely feedback focusing on Guided
Reading, Close Reading, and Independent Reading. The observations will be used of support in planning as identified
above, as well as, a follow-up to professional development. Finally, the coaching from these observations will allow for
targeted support for a teacher, a group of teachers, or the school/Network and can lead to additional individual or group
professional development.

CEO, Director of Curriculum and Instruction, Building Principal, Literacy Coaches

Person(s) accountable for
implementing improvements?
Quick Win -90 Day Plan – Grade level teams will meet with either Literacy Coach, at least every other week to review lesson
planning and goals to include, but not limited to:
 Guided Reading Groups
 Stations
 Differentiated Instruction
 Student Learning and Growth
Mid-Range Plan – 3-6 months – Data Team meetings will be conducted at least monthly focusing on grade level needs as
identified during observations and planning.


Timeline
quick win (90 day plan); mid-range
plan (3-6 months); long range plan
(6 months – 2 years)

Teachers will review daily, weekly, quarterly, and annual data. Examples are exit slips, weekly quizzes, quarterly COMPs,
NWEA MAP, BAS, and MCA-III data.
 Teachers will work in their data teams to improve instruction utilizing Guided Reading strategies, Close Reading
strategies, and independent reading. MAP, BAS, and DIBELS data will be used to identify focus of skills, strategies, and
student groups.
 Teachers will track student data on the chosen strategies to ensure learning and growth is taking place.
Long Range Plan - 1–2 years – Reading Level Teams will create a curriculum map over the first year of implementation of
Journeys. During the second year, they will refine that curriculum map to ensure the following:





Correlate intellectual prep resources to skills and strategies identified in whole group (Close Reading), small group
(Guided Reading Groups), and independent reading.
Determine areas of strength and weakness in regards to the standards in the Journeys Curriculum
Increase the effectiveness of all teachers of literacy in Guided Reading Groups, the use of Close Reading strategies, and
the success of building the love of reading during independent reading.
Increase the effectiveness of all teachers and instructional leaders is using data to inform and adjust instruction. The
rationale – to meet our achievement goals for all students.
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90 Day Plan – We will monitor the informal observations, data from teacher meetings to ensure that all three focus points are being
used correctly. In January we will re-evaluate to identify the focus for additional profession development through the end of the
school year.


Formal observations will be conducted by the building principals in Reading. This will include a pre-observation
conference, teacher ref lection feedback and a post observation conference.
 Informal observations will take place with the literacy coach, the building principal, and when appropriate, the Director of
Curriculum and Instruction. The Cognitive Coaching method will be used to discuss and have teachers reflect on their
instruction.
 Use the BAS, the MAP, and DIBELS, Reading Mastery Assessment, and quarterly COMPs (interims) to determine the
growth of each scholar.
Mid-Range Plan- Student data will be used to determine the effectiveness of the selected strategies. Data will include the following:

Monitoring Plan Progress
Evidence - What will we monitor?
How will we monitor?

 Informal observations
 Running Records – BAS and DIBELS
 Student Checklist
 Work Sampling
 Assessment data from Curriculum
 Curriculum Based Measurements for Fluency
 Video-taped Lessons
Long Range Plan- Intellectual prep resources will be reviewed at the Grade Level Reading Meetings. To ensure effective instruction
we will use the following data to check for student understanding.





Sustaining the Improvement
Effort
How will we ensure the improvement
effort continues to be implemented?

Read Well by Third Grade Assessments (BAS and DIBELS) will be used to monitor student growth
COMPS (Interim Assessments) will be analyzed by each teacher to determine mastery of the standards taught.
NWEA MAP Testing will be reviewed in October and June to monitor students achieving their RIT Goals. We will also
look at the percentile to determine growth and to monitor students that were below grade level (34 th percentile) in the fall to
check for growth. (This will also be an indicator of success on the MCA)
MCA data will be reviewed to determine the number of students exceeding, meeting, partially meeting or not meeting the
standards. We will compare this data to previous years to determine if we see improvement in the scores.

Director of Curriculum and Instruction, Principals, and Literacy Coaches will meet monthly to review the effectiveness of
instruction (Guided Reading, Close Reading, Independent Reading) is being implemented in the classrooms. They will use the
following to document the success and also to determine the steps for the following school year.


Collect and review data from observations, grade level reading meetings and coaching sessions.
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What methods/tools will you use for
accountability?

Videos of reading instruction
Literacy Data from BAS, MAP, DIBELS, and COMPS

A needs assessment will be conducted in January and June to determine next steps.

Overcoming Obstacles:
Potential Obstacle

How We’ll Overcome It

Implementation of all three components of our literacy focus by all
teachers due to lack of understanding or unwillingness to change.

Bi-weekly meetings will be a resource to teachers to help them overcome obstacles they may
encounter.

Differentiated instruction in the classroom.

Bi-weekly meetings to dissect the reason behind the successful implementation of the
differentiated instruction in Guided Reading Groups and Independent Reading. Provide
additional support in the research and also provide examples from HNS teachers in their
successful implementation and a correlation to positive data increases.

Communicating the Improvement Effort: What is the message? Who will receive the message? Who will deliver the
message? How will the message be delivered? Where will the message be delivered?
The message is that we need to improve our reading instruction and outcomes on student assessment in reading. Teachers will be
advised of this plan and the expectations both at the end of the 2017 – 2018 school year and again during summer professional
development in August. They will be given a schedule of the cycle of meetings with the literacy coach during the professional
development weeks in August of 2018.
Budget and Resource Implications: Is this a “no-cost” “low-cost” effort or will money be needed to support the improvement?
If funds are needed how will they be secured? What resources, if any, will you need and who will you need them from?
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The money needed to implement the reading focus will involve the employment of literacy coaches. In addition, professional
development will need to be identified for the summer PD as well as PD for the 2018-2019 school year and the 2019 – 2020
school year.
In addition, we will need to budget resources for upgrading our classroom leveled libraries.
Resources are being identified and planned for allocation during our budget process at this time.

Focus #2:
Brief Description: What do you intend to do?
Provide our teachers with focused professional development in the administration of the Benchmark Assessment System from Fountas
& Pinnell, how to interpret the data for guided reading groups and independent reading, and how to use the data to identify students
for focused intervention using The Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits. Finally, use the BAS as a progress monitoring tool and use the
data in quarterly data meetings to plan and implement next steps for Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 3 students.
Rationale: Why do you intend to do it (your purpose statement)?
By providing the training, the interpretation and application support, and the ongoing data analysis using the BAS data it will help our
students increase their reading Lexile levels, help our Tier 2 and Tier 3 students gain more than 1.5 years growth in reading, and
ultimately close the achievement gap over 3 years within:


all students as measured by the BAS, the NWEA MAP, and MCA-III assessments



African American students as measured by the BAS, the NWEA MAP, and MCA-III assessments



economically disadvantaged students as measured by the BAS, the NWEA MAP, and MCA-III assessments
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SPED students as measured by the BAS, the NWEA MAP, and MCA-III assessments



Our English-Language Learners students as measured by the BAS, the NWEA MAP, and MCA-III assessments

Objective: What will success look like for Harvest Preparatory School?

Action Strategies

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(Specific Activities and Tasks)
7.

Driver(s)

Purchase the Benchmark Assessment System for use in 2018 – 2019 in the spring of 2018.
Provide professional development to current instructional coaches, principals, and Director of Curriculum and Instruction.
Provide PD for all teachers during summer August professional days.
Administer the BAS to all students in the first week of student return (August of 2018).
Use data teams in the 2nd and third week to interpret the data and assign all students a Lexile level.
Depending on grade level, meet with students and families to share Lexile levels and how this information can be used to
increase reading skills.
The use of literacy coaches along with our academic leaders (Principals and Director of Curriculum and Instruction) will
provide modeling of data analysis, lesson planning based on state standards, and instruction within grade level meetings. In
addition – literacy coaches will meet frequently with each Learning Community and focus on literacy. The data analysis
process will be followed to increase the effectiveness of instruction and positively affect student learning.

CEO, Director of Curriculum and Instruction, Building Principal, Literacy Coaches

Person(s) accountable for
implementing improvements?
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Quick Win -90 Day Plan:




Purchase of the Benchmark Assessment System and having all administrators and teachers trained on the administration of
the BAS prior to the end of the 2017 – 2018 school year.
All students are assessed using the BAS in the first two weeks of the 2018 – 2019 school year (August of 2018)
All students and families are informed of the student Lexile level and provided support on how to use this information to
help the scholars increase success in reading.

Mid-Range Plan – 3-6 months:

Timeline



quick win (90 day plan); mid-range
plan (3-6 months); long range plan
(6 months – 2 years)



Students in grades 1 – 3 will be identified and assigned to a reading intervention group which will utilize the Leveled
Literacy Intervention (LLI) kits to increase reading success.
Data Team meetings will be conducted at least quarterly focusing on Tier 2 and Tier student data as measured by the
quarterly progress checks in BAS

Long Range Plan - 1–2 years:




At least 80% of students in 1st – 3rd grade identified as needing reading interventions during the summer of 2018 will
increase their reading scores on the MAP by at least 1.5 years.
The percentage of students in 1st – 3rd grade at HNS who need a Tier 2 reading intervention will decrease over the two
years.
Determine areas of strength and weakness of the BAS implementation as a measure of reading success and as a change
agent in classroom instruction

90 Day Plan – We will monitor through the use of student data.



Monitoring Plan Progress
Evidence - What will we monitor?
How will we monitor?

Initial administration of the BAS should be 100% during the summer of 2018 with the student classroom list.
Review of the data by instructional leaders and teachers to identify students needing reading intervention will be monitored
using the 20% threshold for students in 1st – 3rd grade. This list will be created and checked by the SIT team and provided to
the literacy coaches, the principals, and Director of C&I.

Mid-Range Plan- Student data will be used to determine the effectiveness of the selected strategies. Data will include the following:


Student progress will be monitored by literacy coaches, principals, and Director of C&I for tier 2 students and reported back
to the SIT team.
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Notes will be created by grade level data teams during BAS data review and submitted to principals, literacy coaches, and
Director of C&I to be reviewed at least monthly.
Long Range Plan- Intellectual prep resources will be reviewed at the Grade Level Reading Meetings. To ensure effective instruction
we will use the following data to check for student understanding.




MAP data for students in 1st – 3rd grade who were identified as needing reading intervention will be reviewed in the
summer of 2019 and 2020 to identify the success of meeting our goal and to provide next steps.
MAP data for students in 1st – 3rd grade who were identified as needing reading intervention will be reviewed in the
summer of 2019 and 2020 to determine if the percentage of students in 1 st – 3rd grade at HNS who need a Tier 2 reading
intervention decreased.
Determine areas of strength and weakness of the BAS implementation and the LLI interventions as a measure of reading
success and as a change agent in the intervention classrooms.

Report to the School Board should occur, at least quarterly, and should be based on data as identified in the school goals and
the school continuous imrovment plan.

Sustaining the Improvement
Effort
How will we ensure the improvement
effort continues to be implemented?
What methods/tools will you use for
accountability?

Director of Curriculum and Instruction, Principals, and Literacy Coaches will meet monthly to review the effectiveness of LLI
intervention groups. Are they being implemented effectively? They will use the following to document the success and also to
determine the steps for the following school year.




Collect and review data from observations of reading interventionists.
Videos of reading instruction
Literacy Data from BAS, MAP, and COMPS

A needs assessment will be conducted in January and June to determine next steps.
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Overcoming Obstacles:
How We’ll Overcome It

Potential Obstacle







100% of teachers having the appropriate training prior to the

2018 – 2019 school year.

100% of students being assessed in the first two weeks of
school.
The time it takes to administer the BAS and to analyze the data 
to be able to use the data.
Provide, at least 80% of our families and students an opportunity
to meet with an educator and review the data from the BAS with
next steps.
Having enough reading interventionists to meet the needs of
20% of students in 1st – 3rd grade reading intervention classes
using LLI.



Provide PD in the spring and summer for staff.
Ensure we have a scheduled plan of the when and who will be tested with the BAS and the
when and who will be testing with the BAS. Provide this schedule to all staff during the
summer PD.
Schedule, up to 4 family events in the months of September and October, to meet with
families and scholars to interpret the BAS data. Schedule before, during, and after school
to meet with an educator on the results and next steps.

Start hiring in the spring of 2018 for a 2018 – 2019 position and provide these people the
training for both the BAS and LLI prior to the school year.

Communicating the Improvement Effort: What is the message? Who will receive the message? Who will deliver the message?
How will the message be delivered? Where will the message be delivered?
The message is that we need to improve our reading instruction and outcomes on student assessment in reading. Teachers will be
advised of this plan and the expectations both at the end of the 2017 – 2018 school year and again during summer professional
development in August. They will be given a schedule of the cycle of meetings with the literacy coach during the professional
development weeks in August of 2018.
Budget and Resource Implications: Is this a “no-cost” “low-cost” effort or will money be needed to support the improvement? If
funds are needed how will they be secured? What resources, if any, will you need and who will you need them from?
The money needed to implement to purchase the BAS for the 2018 – 2019 will be identified in the spring of 2018 and the resources
will be purchased prior to the end of the school year to allow for professional development. In addition, professional development
will need to be identified for the summer PD as well as PD for the 2018-2019 school year and the 2019 – 2020 school year.
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Resources are being identified and planned for allocation during our budget process at this time.
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